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President George Herbert Walker Bush, reaching out to greet the people of Kennebunkport, Maine.

WHERE THE PRESIDENT LIVES.
WHERE THE WILD THINGS ROAM.
A PHOTO ESSAY BY TONEE HARBERT WITH COMMENTARY BY THOMAS A. VERDE.
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Law steps off its throne ..

See page 4

Tournament on Walker's Point.
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Relief from summer art shows.
See page 17
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HOSPITAL PATIENTS

OWN YOUR
OWN HOME
FOR ONLY

,~ for

Better Health Care ~ Dame and
save 200/0 to 700/0 on home health care"

If yWre abrut to be discharged from a local hospital, tell
the discharge nurse you want the most a.ffoIdable home
nursing agency in southern Maine to handle your home
nursing care.
Why? Because rur rates are up to 700/0 lower than the
l~est home lleaJ.th agency; the
agency they will usua.J{y discharge
you to if you don't speak up.
Better Health Care is a fully
staffed, Medicare certified home
lleaJ.th care agency with over lOO
RN's, LPN's, CNA's, Homemakers,
Physica.l, Speech and Occupational
therapists available 24 hrurs a d~
7 da.vs a week. But to save mon~
you have to ask for us by name.
r_and DIroctorct -aon,u
_ _ eare

care...,.,

IDe.• srulbemboma
_ _ moot aflon!able

..
Sterling Silver
Whales tails
Bracelet
$99

10 Excliange St.
Portland

772-5119
Summer hours:

Mon-Sat 10-9,

Sun 12-5

d. cofe .eweleps

BEACHES

$15

PERDAY**

Renters and owners, young and old

THE WEEK IN BRIEF:

More tax breaks for more people

Portland West scuffle settled

If you made $20,000 last year and paid $1,200 in
property taxes, you are eligible for $150 of "circuit-breaker" money. This year the money is easier to get, due to a higher income limit, more
publicity, and a $13.3 miUion boost from the legislature.
"This year anybody that has a (household)
income of $60,000 or less, and their property tax
exceeds 45 percent of this" iseligible, said Darrell
Keene, deputy director of the Property Tax and
Rent Refund Program. Applicants must have
owned their houses for all of 1988, however.
By elevating last year's $28,000 income guideline by $32,000 the state entices low- and middleincome households with refunds of up to $3,000a substantial increase over the 1988 maximum of

refund under the General Program will be greater,
(the application) will kick into that program,"
said Millefoglie. "So (an elderly applicant) will
get the higher refund."
"The nice thing about this is you don't even
have to fill out the application if you don't want
to," said Larry Gross, executive director of Southem Maine Area Agency on Aging (SMAAA).
"You can just supply the information and send it
out to the Bureau of Taxation and they will calculate what your refund is."
The application has other bonuses. Elderly
applicants may find themselves with a refund
check and a card that allows them to buy prescription medications for just a $2 co-payment, said
Gross.
$250.
'''The income guidelines for the Elderly Tax and
Refunds are not limited to homeowners. House Rebate Program also coincide with the income
renters (not apartment renters) who fall within guidelines for the Low Cost Drug Program,"
the income guideline and pay over 30 percent of explained MillefogIie. "So if the person qualifies
that to rent can also get a rebate, said Keene, for the Tax and Rent, they will also issue them a
adding that there are two stipulations. Individu- Low Cost Drug Card."
als who live in subsidized housing are not eliThe SMAAA also praised the new December
gible, and applicants must have rented a house all 31 deadline. Oting last year's publicity of the
of 1988.
program as "more or less haphazard," Gross said
The circuit-breaker, or "general" segment, is that the October 15 deadline was also unfavoronly half of the refund program. The other half, able. "People didn't know the program existed
theEJderly Program, did not get additional money, (and) didn't seek to apply during the window of
and the rules remain the same.
August to October," he said.
The Elderly Property Tax and Rent Refund
In an effort to reach more citizens, the Bureau
Program was created in 1972 for citizens 62 or of Taxation has mailed 500,000 of their multiolder, or who are 55 and receiving federal disabil- purpose applications to individuals who filed the
ity payments.
application last year, who received federal heat"Subsidized housing recipients... can take ing assistance or who filed income tax returns
advantage of the program," said Mia Millefoglie, with gross income levels of $60,000 or less, said
manager of the advocacy and outreach program Keene. "Booklets will be at all city and town
for the Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging.
offices," he added.
The maximum income levels of the Elderly
'The Bureau of Taxation is doing an excellent
Program are based on household size. The appli- job this year," said Gross, who offered some adcation form states that for the applicant who lives vice. "If (you) have a question ... always make an
alone, "total income in 1988 (can be) no more than application. I t is better to err on the side of making
$7,700." If the individual is in a household of two the application," he explained, than to make a
or more, total income must be $9,600 or less.
judgement that you're not eligible when in fact
Although the maximum rebate awarded un- you might be."
der the Elderly Program is $400, applicants who
If you didn't get on the mailing list, or want to
qualify under the circuit-breaker section will re- know more, write: Bureau of Taxation, State Ofceive the highest possible rebate. "If they find - fice Building, Augusta, Maine, 04333-9924. Or
and it will be automatically calculated - that the save the stamp by calling 1-800-452-1983.

BETTE MIDlER
** BARBARA
HERSHEY

Mary Lea Crawley

The debate over three low-income housing proposals was
settled Aug. 18 when the Maine State Housing Authority (MSHA)
and Portland West Neighborhood Planning Council agreed that
the houses in question would be foreclosed, but one might be
retumed.to Portland West later. Portland West's housing program is in default on short-term MSHA loans on two Portland
apartment houses and a Raymond house. Under the agreement,
MSHA will help finance one Portland project for homeless families if Portland West finds adequate outside financing. The MSHA,
which was unaware that Irene Mason and her son Danny live at
the other Portland house, had no plans as of Aug. 21 for serving
as her landlord. The MSHA also decided to actively co-manage
Portland West's 13 other properties.

State toxic waste plan slammed
A coalition of Maine environmental groups is criticizing a state
toxic waste management plan supported by Gov. John McKernan
that points Maine down a trail of more toxic waste incinerators
and more landfills for the toxic ash that is left over. The coalition,
called People Organized to Win Environmental Rights (POWER),
calls for a five-year moratorium on new landfills and incinerators,
and asks that industries be pushed to reduce their toxic output.
Maine will lose federal Superfund money if a plan for disposing
of toxics isn't in place by October 17.

Deering Oaks defended
With the festival season over, advocates of Deering Oaks Park
are protesting another season of too much wear and tearon the old
park. First the Deering Oaks Family Festival then the Maine
Festival set up shop in the park, attracting hundreds of thousands
of people. All those feet compact the soil, preventing rain from
, soaking through to the roots' of the oak trees, said Ben O'Reilly,
superintendent of parks, and the rain during the Maine Festival
made matters worse. The grass is also worn away, and will need
a year to reestablish its erosion-fighting root system. Thepark has
been aerated, fertilized, loamed and reseeded at a cost of about
$6000 to the two festival organizers.
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FREE HOME PLANNING KIT'
The full story of Showcase. Over 20 pages
of homes, options, prices & buying tips.
• 6 models. financing
• full contracting. building lots

m:mam

A SHAYNA MAIDEL
by BARBARA LEBOW • Directed by At MILLER
AUGUST 17 - 21
Performances Thursday-Saturday 8p.m ..
Sunday 5 p.m. TIckets $7/$8/$10;
For reservations or ticket information
please call 729-8584. VISA/MC

14 SCHOOL STREET. BRUNSWICK. ME 040 11

FREE HOME·PLANNING SEMINAR
Saturday, August 26 7·)0 pm aboard
Casco Bay Lines in Portland.
Pick up your invitation at our model home.

~~

SHOWCASE HOMES, INC.

IB

SETTING THE PACE IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING

IUA110 1t

*Not Available in all cases. Certain conditions apply.

Three more suits for Liberty

PHOTO POSTERS

Richard and David Cook, owners of Allied Construction Co.,
Inc. filed three more lawsuits-against Michael Liberty and David
Cope Aug. 21 over an India Street property, a Bangor property
and the Oxford Plains Speedway in which the Cooks were partners with Liberty and David. Like Allied's previous two suits,
these charge that the Cooks were n(}t given the financial information they were entitled to as partners.

Portland West housing hassles
Irene Mason stands outside her apartment at 48 Brackett St., one of three houses
taken from the Portland West Neighborhood Planning Council by the Maine State
Housing Authority. See The Week In Brief, page 3.

**$49,950 at 10% - 30 years

r------------------j
VALUABLE COUPON

S22~~~

20"dO" COLOR
ENLARGEMENTS
Fun idea for parties,
anniversaries &
other festive
occasions!
Larger than Iifel
71 u.s. Route 1
Scarborough. Me

30 City Center

883-7363

772-7296

Portland, Me

NOW ONLY '12.95 (reg. '14.951
from your 35mm color negative
Available from a print Of slid~ for an additional 2.99
Cannot be combtned w ith any other sale or cou pon offer
limn one Photo Poster per COUpon

COUpon

BPS PHaro EXPRESS

expires

Sept. 15. 1989

L----------------_Convenient- liours
Mon-Fri 7:3()'6
Saturday 9:()()'1

J

TRUST THE PROS
AT BPS PHOTO
EXPRESSI
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WEIRD NEWS:

773-1999

CONTINUOUS OPEN HOUSE
M-F II am-7 pm • 9 am-5 pm • Sun. 12-5 pm
Naples: Rte. 302, E. of Rte. 35. Across
from Mardon Marina. (207) 693-6996
Turner: Turner Plaza, Rte. 4 (207) 225-3234

Visit us today. 1-800-344-6552

Gorham getting area's junk

• We deliver the largest
selection of videos to
ALL of PORTLAND and
PEAKS ISLAND.

Five mOOeis to choose from
Homes as low as $39,950
fmancing available
Full Contnrling SeJvice
Over I,(XX) Lots avaiJabIe
or build on your land.

Showcase is your CustomHome Specialist. Unlimited capabilities from the incredible value of Premier to 3000 sq. ft. luxury homes.

Hamlin Pit, Portland's dump, may be nearing the end of its
days. Regional Waste Systems (RWS), a cooperative, trash-handling effort by Greater Portland municipalities, would take over
the disposal of all the region's commercial and municipal de~o
lition leftovers, including concrete, sewer parts and excavation
debris, as well as white goods like dead washing machines and refrigerators. The junk will be. stashed at a Gorham ~ite, and ~
percent of it would be reused, said RWS Deputy Director Enc
Root. Portland and other RWS member municipalities have until
Sept. 14 to join up.

• Save time and money.••
Have your movies
delivered & pick up!

3

r6A pocketful of coupons paid off for Paul Trentel of Euclid,
Ohio. The 81-year-old man was shot when a woman dropped h~r
purse, causing a gun inside to discharge. "Thank God for them In
there," Trentel says. "They were so thick they must have made the
bullet lose speed." The bullet was deflected.
r6Sen. Oaibome PeIl, D-R.l., is the only member of Congress to
have an assistant assigned solely to paranormal research. The
aide, c.B. Scott Jones, is paid $48,853 a year to study developments
in telepathy, UFOs and ESP. Jones, whose interest grew from an
experience he had in India, won't give details of his experience
because it "might embarrass the government."
r6Lyudmila Koriavin, wife of Izvestia's White House correspondent, was shopping for a fur coat at a Washington mall when
a young man mugged her, stealing $2,260 in cash. And in ~ San
Francisco fur store, Carlene Gray was arrested when she tried to
waddle out with a $30,000, full-length sable coat between her legs.
Rokmd Swat/AlterNet
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK. 10-10
Video Rental Compact Discs Audio Tapes
Cassettes Nintendo
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We now carry Heavy Metal and Rock T-Shirts.
Come check us out!
The progressive video/music store.
24 U.S. Route 1, Yarmouth, ME 04096 (207) 846-4711

'fclrmouth Marketplace
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Uarmouth'Paint &
OfSecorating CO.

TEN--/

~e
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Proudest
Printers In

by Andy Newman

IN FRONT OF
YARMOUTH
PAINT AND
DEC. CO.'S
MAIN
STORE

NOW TILL
SATURDAY
AUG. 26
ONLY!

Portland
YOURS:
Quality Commercial Printing
& Direct Mail under
one roof...

SAVE 500/0 AND MORE ON
DECORATING ITEMS!
PAINTS &
SUNDRIES

Benjamin Moore $
"Enhance" Deck
Enamel only

Ifs done right, on time
& with a smile!

VINYL FLOOR REMS

Mis-Tint Paints $ 2 99
values to $22 gal.
• gal.
Quarts only 99¢

9 99

Armstrong
$ 6 99
Sundial solarium
• sq. yd.
Reg. retail $17.99

PRINTEX

PREVAIL
reg. $15.99

• gal: CARPET REMNANTS
50%OFF REG. RETAIL PRICES
WALLPAPER IN-STOCK
0/
close-outs$1 99

50 ~o OFF

as low as

•

sgl. roll

all stock patterns

Peter Darvin

(.!,~~·moutl1cpaint &
,~
ecoratlng CO.

& Brunsu.>ick'Paint &Decorating Co.
@ your Decorating.J{eeds lInder0:!flloof!
70 MAIN ST., YARMOUTH
TEL 846·3031

Peter Darvln Is a lawyer at Pine Tree
Legal Assistance, a practice that links
lower-Income people with lawyen for
advice and representation. On his own
time Darvln works for Portland's
homeless and Is Involved In PAUSICA,
Portlanden Against United States
Intervention In Central America.
How does the environment here differ
from that of a private flrm?

•••
•

•

The Ultimate Turl(ey Club
• Freshly Baked Turkey • Crisp Lettuce
• Scrumptious Bacon • Fresh Tomato
piled high on
Our Own Homemade Light Wheat Bread

Nobody here gets anybody coffee or gets
their laundry - our practice is completely
different from a large firm in terms of the
hierarchy. Also, this is not a bu~iness in that we
are not driven by the bottom-line dollar. One
thing I would find most difficult in working in
a private practice would be seeing a case where
I could help somebody but would have to say
I'm sony, you have to give me a thousanddollar retainer or I can't take the case. And if
they don't have the money, you don't take the

case.

Have you ever thoug ht about working In
a prlvateflrm?

DAII,..Y SFfCIA~S'" t:.NJD'l YOVf'J-1~At-..I

4fJ HA-mf sr~
774-5l4b

•

•••

I worked for a solo practitioner while I was
in law school and he offered me a job after I
left. He was a really nice guy but I turned him
down. Although some of the cases I worked on
for him were intellectually stimulating, they
didn't charge me up emotionally. I didn't feel
involved, I didn't feel passionate about the
cases. But I'd also worked on cases for legal
services in law school and about those I' d get
outraged. I'd pound my fist on the desk. It was
in Washington, D.C., where you'd have these
notorious, nefarious landlords and these little
tenants, The legal services cases were gut
cases. I felt driven. I felt motivated, They just
charged me up. And it's six years later and I
still haven't lost that sense of urgency, that
sense of drive and passion.

What do you like best about your work?

OUTLET STORE

ITALIAN
SPORTSWEAR
FOR MEN
AND WOMEN

FRIDAY, AUGUST 25
14 '0 MAIN STREET, FREEPORT, MAINE

CBW/Andy Newman

A conversation with

ALL THIS & MORE! COME
PICK UP A BARGAIN TODAY!

STORE HOURS: MON,-FRI,
7-5, THURS. TIL 8, SAT 8-5

This page is for DpltIlons. Your views
are here, and sometimes ours. Please be
brief when you write, and please include
a piwne number (which will not be
published) so tlult we can verify your
letter. Send your VlEWS to: VIEWS,
Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland, ME . 04102.

I really enjoy dealing with the people that I
see. Not to sound like John Steinbeck, but some
of the clients I deal with are the salt of the earth
and that's important to me. This job keeps me
grounded. I can't lose touch with what's really
happening out there, how a substantial portion
of the population in Maine and the United
States lives. And in a global sense I think of
people throughout the world who make my
clients seem wealthy by comparison.

What do you do when you're not
working?
I work on some local issues, dealing with

homelessness and hunger as the president of
the Board of the Preble Street Resource Center.
I'm also involved in PAUSICA, Portlanders
Against United States Intervention in Central
America. The U.s. is directly responsible for
the course of events in Central America and it's
important for us here to change that.
I've been to Nicaragua twice. In '85 I went
as a member of a coffee-picking brigade where
people went down to pick the harvest because
there weren't enough people. There was a
drainage on the young adult population
because they were in the war. And immigrant
migrants from Guatemala and Honduras who
usually come in and help with the harvest
couldn't because our government had put up
barriers at the borders.
Last year I went as part of a small music
tour. I play guitar and sing in a local group that
plays Latin American folk music - generally
for events that benefit causes related to Central
America. I went over on a little musical
ambassadorship. It was a great experience.

SYSTEMS

of Portland, Inc.
34 Diamond St.
P.O. Box 10139
Portland, Maine 04104

774-1456

FREE
STONES
TICKETS

We carry new
& used Albums.
Cassettes. and
CDs as well as
T-shirts. Posters
and more. To be
eligible to win
tickets. JUSt Stop
in and fill out
an entry blank
before Sept.
21. No purchase
necessary.

S.C.Fenton
Portland

Choices
Maybe we would still have slavery if the pro
slavery people had the wit to call their proposition "pro choice." Nter all, they could have
argued, they didn't want everyone to have to
own slaves. Nobody would be forced to own
blacksiftheydidn'twant to. All they were saying
was that the decision should be left to the individual white person.

J{)JJ. ~
David S. Robertiello
Portland

Records' Tapes' CDs

402 Forest Ave. Portland 774-4446

Part of the reason there are stereotypes is
that the law profession has perpetuated that
myth, that aura of being something really
special, some sort of exalted mystified profession that is hard to communicate to the masses.
The legal profession has discouraged self-help
publications and hasn't sought to break down
the barrier to educate people on general areas
of law or to give them the idea of what it's
really like to practice law, of what it is to be a
lawyer.

ADDnlONAL COPIES of the ament isslU! and/or some
back issues may be purchased for $1 each at the Casco Bay
Weekly offia. Domestic subscriptions are mailed 3rd class
and are $36fyem, payable in advance.
MOGUL MEDIA, INC. publishes Casco Bay Weekly.
Entire contents © 19891!y Mogul Media, Inc.

So you don't think the public realizes
what being a lawyer Is all about?
Well, I don't think the public really views
lawyering as a job. Like you call a plumber,
you call a lawyer. I wouldn't put lawyers on a
higher pedestal than any of the people who
provide specialized services. It's a trade,

USCO lAY WlEILY
117 CLAIJ( STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE 04102
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Mexican

Waterin~

207 775 6601

Hole

Open 4 p.m. • 7 days a week • Happy Hour Mon.-Fri.
~ 242 St. John St" Union Station Plaza, Portland, ME • 874-6444 :l

~ •.' TIO JUAN'ScConc6fd; NH tMARGARITNS-OrOriO. ME ..:. ~

More choices
I am a women who raised 11 children and
proud of it. The National Organization for
Women and the Maine State Women's Commission do not represent my views on abortion and
other issues.

u

' -~..
~
' ..::./f.(.. L._ ~ , ~ .. '~
Rita Caron
South Portland
I
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Cotton Street Festival
First of all, I would like to thank everyone who
contributed to the success of the Cotton Street
Benefit Festival. While we fell considerably short
of our goal of raising $10,000 after expenses for
the Preble Street Resource Center, we did manage to donate $635 and pay for $3,844.53 in
production expenses, which many said would
never happen the first time around.
!tis our hope that raiSing money for charitable
causes through festivals of song and dance will
catch on around the state and nation. We must
begin to think globally and realize tha t we are all
family and need each other.
One sore spot in the festival came at the very
end when the almighty Portland police had to
show their strength by shutting the show down
10 minutes before schedule, in'the middle of a
song, saying that there had been a complaint. It
would be nice if other complaints such as burglary, drug dealing, wife and child beating could
be handled so effectively, I can understand completelya police officer coming up at the end of a
song and saying, "Hey look guys, we're getting
complaints, could you please shut down after
this song." Even if s/he said before the next song
I can see, but strutting in at the middle of the song
not even looking at the band who had donated its
time and talent, as did all 19 acts, and ordering
the sound cut off, shows me an obnoxious abuse
of power and the total lack of respect for others
that they demand so strongly for themselves. I
feel that many police officers as well as others
who get their paychecks from the taxpayer lose
track of their purpose. Therefore, we must take
the time, stand up, and speak out. It is up to the
individual to make democracy work for us. All of

us~
Laurence Kelley
Portland

US:
WCO BAY WlEILY strives to be an instrument of community understanding. Every Thursday, Casco Bay
Weekly distri1ndes 20,000 pIlper5 free of clulrge -limited
to one ropy per rl!tlder. No person may take more than one
of each issue without the permission of Casco Bay Weekly.

Where do those stereotypes come from?

Andy Newman doesn't seem to mind getting coffee and
dry c/eQning for his senior associates at CB W.

Your unmistakable message in the article on
. prostution (CBW 8/3/89) is "Madam, your
husband is gay/homosexual,"
That's the test.
The thesis/subtext is wonderlul and I hope
will drip like an insidious drug into the state's
consciousness. The quip is - and the truth of it is
- that women were not buying. The buyers are
male. The panderers are male. The subjects were
either female or young males.
I find it hard to believe that a parent would
have a child of 10 prostituting himself in order to
buy a BMX. But "that's Portland" as they say on
the waterfront.
A major problem - aside from the health
issues (AIDS, VD) and mental heal th issues (selfesteem, poor image, shame, suicide) is that Maine
is very un-European. Mainers appear to shrink
from honest and infonned discussions on sexual
matters.
Many of the women appear to be living in a
drug-induced fantasy; by which I mean - the
culture is permeated with drugs, drug talk, drug
references, drug lyrics in songs. Rather than face
the facts, females (in Maine) as opposed to feminists (in Rhode Island, California, Brazil, Pakistan, etc.) take refuge in fantasies.
"Sex for sale" is a misnomer. CBW is merely
strip-mining the coal black exterior of Maine'S
cold-hearted approach to human beings. A good
animal rescue league would do better than the
wretched social service system we are led to
believe the taxpayers' dollars go to support.
In outrage: What the hell do you mean some
guy drives his wife "to work" in Deering Oaks?
This is 1989! Bring in the militia and shovels.
That's a holocaust!

6. C. Fe A)ID1

If you are one of
the many people
who didn't get
tickets to see the
Rolling Stones
this fall. Sound
Alternatives.
Portland's
est music store.
is gi ving you a
second chance.

Do you think lawyen are stereotyped?
I think that lawyers are stereotyped and not
without justification. There are lawyers I meet
that fit the stereotypes that people have of
lawyers - they're only interested in money,
they're very condescending, aloof, compassionless. But they really are the distinct minority. The majority of people-especially in
Maine - are nice people and are not in it just
for the money.

Who's buying sex?

Casco Bay Weekly is a member of the
Assxialwn of Alternative Nl!WSUN!eklies

PUIUSHER Gary Santaniello
EDITOI Mcmte Paulsen
ARTS & ENnlTAINMENI Ann Sitomer
NEWS & UPOAnS Hannah Holmes
PIIOIOGRAPHS Tonee Harbert
ILLDSmnONS Told Oshima
PRODUCnON MANAGEI Elissa Conger
DESIGN Truth Hawk
CIRCULAIION MANAGER Diane DesMarais
CIRCULAIION Chris Daniels, Jim England,
Lynn McArdle, Jessica Pezet, Elke Rosenberg, PA Trislul
DYlRnSING MANAGER Marg Watts
ADYlRnSING Kate Halpert, Nancy McBride,
Garry Young
CWSIFIEDS John Slullek
CONTRIBUIORS Lynda Barry, Kathy Caron ,
Brenda Chandler, Mary Lea Crawley, Barbara Hill,
Sherry Miller, Andy Newman, Kelly Nelson,
Mike Quinn, Don Rubin, Morgan Shepard,
Thomas A. Verlk
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CRUISE THE STEAMBOAT
ROUTES ABOARD LONGFELLOW II

7

PHOTO ESSAY
by Tonee Harbert
COMMENTARY
by Thomas A. Verde

10am'to 11:30

Lobster Fisheries and Island History Cruise
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50
'September & October this cruise also departs at 8:30
12:05 to 12:55

Lunchtime Harbor Cruise
All seats $3.50
1:30 to 3:00

Lighthouse and Shipwreck Cruise
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50
3:30 to 5:00

PUYU~A~O

brings you the world
this fall with their
collection of clothing
inspired by
Scandinavia, the land
of eight seasons.

Naturalist Cruise
Feed Gulls.! Watch Seals!
Breathtaking foliage in the autumn.
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50
5:30 to 7:00

ON CAMEIfA • IN ~Eft$ON

r-

775-6558
142 High St.

"'-Portland. Me 04101 Suite 6,\4

Portland Headlight Cruise

Available now along
with a variety of other
wonderful back to
school clothing
only at Amaryllis.

Featuring seafaringfolk mUSic
All Seats $8.50
7:30 to 10:00
Sunset & HarborIight Cruise
Thurs. Aug 24

Steamboat

Trio

Fri. Aug. 25

Sun. Aug. 27

Bellamy
Jazz Band

Upsetters

You
Read

The

All seats $12.50

Amaryllis Clothing Co.

CascoBav

41 Exchange Street,
Portland, ME 04101

""EEKLV

772-4439

Let our advertisers know.
hank them for supporting ..
Portland's
Powerful Alternative
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HONEY HIll fARMS~
N~ FHOZEN YOGURT

•
:

Available for
weddings, special events,
company and private parties.

I
I
I
present ad please - expires 8· 31 • 89 I
I
ONLY 20 CALORIES
PER OUNCE
A Healthy Alternative

I
I

----------------.
FREE:•
TOliNG i
Call: 774·4349
or 767-0873

WITW~tl:
SOUps· SANDWICHES· SALADS

I
I

416 Fore St. • Old Port. 774·4342

•

Aug. 26
Private Party - Yarmouth
Aug. 30·3 1
Port Gardens' Kennebunkport
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. :.,$_
~-,

A.- "
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• Ever~ Sunday.
Casco Bay Lines

92 Exchange Street
Portland, Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week

.v

Music EXCUrsIon 5-8p.m.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . . ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _--.J

FlLL SIZE
WXUIlY EJ\TERT,UMIEi\T

BRUNSWICK
EXPRESS LUBE
OIL. OIL FILTER & LUBE
PLUS 14 OTHER SERVICES

~""'"

~.l.f
•

OPEN 6 DAYS
MON THRU SAT: 7:30-5PM

We use Quality
Texaco & Castrol
Motor Otis

729-1165

1 58 Pleasant

Meets All New
Car Warranty
Validation

st. • Brunswick

----------------------,
. For Your Car

I

$3.00 worth of FREE gas with an oil change for I

$17.95
Expires August 31, 1989

With this coupon· One coupon per person

.... --- - -

- -- - -

--- - - ---- - ---

:
I

I

like parting a flock of sheep on some British
country road, I gently nudge the dented nose of my
'67 Volvo through the web of tourists on Ocean
Avenue. The cop at the checkpoint automatically
waves me by, but still takes the time to glance at the
contents of my vehicle as
he does so.
Notebooks. Tape
deck. Batteries. Empty
coffee cups. The tools of
my trade.
He's seen this before.
He understands me and I
him. He is here to protect
the President of the
United States; I am here
to exploit him.
George Herbert
Walker Bush has been
coming to Kennebunkport since he was a child.
Back then, young George
probably brought his
tennis racket and a few
good books with him to
Walker's Point. Today, he
brings along helicopters,
about 100 members of the White House press corps,
and guys who carry very serious weapons. This kind
of thing can cause commotion, confusion, fear.
Pulling up a hill and onto a side street, I park my
car in a long line of rented Oldsmobiles and Chevys.
Some of the White House press corps is here.

Topping the hill that overlooks Ocean Avenue and
Walker's Point, I can see the the camera crews fussing
and pacing about. They've waited here a long time
for something - anything - to happen: perhaps for
George to play tennis, to go for a walk, to go for a

T

,q

STUFF:

JfAI\lt

-Kennebunkport
gift shop owner
Jack Blaglonl

spin in his boat.
"We're type-A people with type-B jobs," one
photographer tells me .
The tourists wait there too, although they don't
seem to know why. It's easy to tell the tourists from
the journalists. The tourists are the ones who aren't

Ith'!!:;;;;:O
'""""-~

"I'd been thinking
about selling (Bush)
stuff all winter long.
A lot of my friends
said, 'Hey, go for it.
Everybody else is
going to be
doing it."'

CONTINUED on next page
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"If you don't live here, It's kind of exciting. But
we all grew up having him around, so it's not
really a big deal. I just don't think of him being
the president. Being a mile down the road, he's a
neighbor."
. Kennebunkport resident Sue Russel

FANS:
Top: Townspeople and
tourists crowded Into
Kennebunkport's Village
Green last fall to see Bush
on his first visit after
winning the election.
Far left: A handful of the
faithful caught a glimpse
of Bush by waiting In his
church parking lot.
Left: Bush became the
marshall of his own
parade during a trip to
the drug store to buy
razor blades.
Below: Thousands waited
along Ocean Avenue last
July Fourth to catch a
glimpse of the fireworks
- and perhaps the
President at his Walker's
Point home, visible In the
background .

..........

--

CONrlNUED from previous page

MEDIA:
At top: Supported by his
sound man, a cameraman
tapes the arrival of the
presidential helicopter In
Kennebunkport, while a
reporter, at right, hides
beneath a bench to
protect his hairdo.
Above: The national
media squeezes together
to get a shot of George
and Barbara with Marine
One, the presidential
helicopter.
At right: At a pressroom
located In the auditorium
of a Franciscan
Monastery, Journalists
from around the world
file stories about the
President's morning Jog,
his golf score, etc.

plugged into a cellular
phone or a battery pack.
The tourists don't have
lenses the size of steering
wheels on their cameras.
After catching up on
press gossip, I get back in my
car and head into town. This
is where the real fun starts.
You don't need to stand
around Walker's Point to get
a good look at George Bush
in Kennebunkport. His face,
in one form or another, is in
just about every store in
Dock Square on T·shirts, post
cards, key chains, magnets,
masks all bearing the
presidential grin. In one gift shop you can have your
picture taken next to a cardboard cut out of the
President for $5. If you've lost all sense of modesty,
you can pick up a pair of George and Barbara slippers
that depict the first couple in bed.
But people come to Kennebunkport to be
frivolous with their money anyway. They've been
coming for a century or more and the winter
population of 4500 swells to 35,000 each year as soon
as the ice melts. Since neither the streets nor the
sidewalks get any wider during this time, things tend

to back up a bit.
The people who live here tell me they have seen
all of this before. They've seen tourists. And they've
seen their neighbor George Bush come and go
throughout his political career, bringing more and
more baggage with him each year as he rose up the
GOP's political ladder.
I sneak out of town the back way, the way
someone who lived there once showed me. It's the
only way to get out of this madness with any kind of
dignity.

CONTINUED 011 1Iext pas,
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Finally,
A Laser-Quality Printer
Macintosh Users
Can Call Their Own.

Right: A Secret Service
agent guarded Bush's
church ••• while local
police stood night duty In
town.
Below: The Presidential
motorcade raced through
Kennebunkport at the
end of yet another
whirlwind vacation.

BALLROOM

DANCE

614 Congress st.
Portland, ME 04101
767-6200
Fall classes
starting Sept. 11.
Beginners: Tues.
or Wed. at 6:00pm.
Intermediate
& ,nvanc:oo,

Introducing The New Hewlett-Packard
---DeskWriter Printer

Portland and South Portland Only

874-0000
18 Monument Square/Corner of Fore & Exchange
only

$995 !

Introductory Price

~1Utbrxl'sFttd

($1195 List)

Until now, owning a Macintosh computer meant sharing an
office printer if you wanted high-resolution output. But now
with the new HP DeskWriter printer, you can enjoy the con venience of a personal desktop printer-without sacrificing
the appearance of your business documents,
Designed exclusively for your Macintosh, the HP
DeskWriter printer offers the laser-quality output and font
flexibility your applications demand. So come in now for a
demonstration. And instead of always sharing a printer,
start sharing your ideas.
• Laser-quality, 300 dpi resolution
• Variety of fonts in unlimited sizes
• Personal desktop convenience

Pilla and Steak Sandwiches

lessons also
available. Singles are
welcome!

NEW LOCATION
THE:

WRITINC LIF'!:

ANNI!:

rh~

HEWLETT
~~ PACKARD

Patio Dining, too

Au J h 0 r i zed De a Ie r

Lounge open until 1:00

DILLARD

Harper & Row, Publ ishers

Tel: 773-3530

'
S
3~~~
BRUNO

773-3530

28 U.S. Route One, Yarmouth, ME 04096

(800) 322·5003 • (207) 846·5143

& private

Free parking • VISA • MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS

38 Exchange St. Old Port
(207) 774-0626

NOW OPEN!

Items of Enjoyment
for Land , Sea lie Air.
~KITES

• NOW SERVING

C

_

CAPPUCCINO

A marketplace for natural foods

ESPRESSO

• produce • additive free meals @ JXlultry •
• conscientious videO!> • 8ifls·fun items •
and fealuring...

&

~~~~

146 Ocean St., South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
Used & Out-or-Print Books
We buy books, 100.
Tue. to Fri. 11-5. Sal 12-4
Other times by chance ...

THIS "'EW NOW
COSTS MUCH LfSS.
To reach these heights,
.M~.... don't buy a mountain bike with
'. a steep price tag.
Instead, Invest more Wisely
in the Specialized' Hardrock~
A bike built to handle even
the mcst unfnendly terrain,
So viSit us to test fly the 18-speed Hardrock
and Hardrock Camp, each with positive-action
index shifting,
Because you don't want to buy the wrong
bike, And miSS thiS performance.
Or this view,
o

Parur, America's Fifll!sl Shotgun
J M . Browning American Gunmaur
Anlique Firearms
The Book of the .22
Famous Guns of the Smithsonian
History of the Colt Revolver

... and much more!

ALSO, MANY BOOKS ON
HUNTING & FISHING.

&.ore Hours:

Mon. 0 &l 9:30-5
TUes.-Thurs. 9:308

STUFF~D-"

STACKED,
DOLLAR BACK.

Stop in for a few minutes, or

Monday - Friday 1 OAM - 6PM, Saturday 9 - 5.

hrowoe for hour •. Enjoy!
We're air-conditioned.

773-2919 • 142 St. John Street, Portland

Come to Subway and save. Try a Super BMT, a Super Club,
a Super Cambo or your favorite Subway sub as a Super Sub,
and get twice the meat. Without paying twice the price.

SAVE $1.00
WHEN YOU
BUY ANY

TWO

COMPATIMATES

DESIGNElt
( BOAT
BAGS

,.wmn

1£O£~ POt'( X]T£51fOm

-------------------------~

Sample our excellent deli meats and cheeses .
We'll gladly help with your selections.
Ample free parking.

t

TOYS

GUN BOOKS

Call JCC at
772-1959 for more info.

Portland • 774-2933

366 Fore Street, Portland • 773-BAKE

RECENTU' ACQUIRED ...

is for Jewish singles
of all ages.

188 State

MARINER'S ClIURCHPJ3AKERY

BEC.

f BAGS

'BELATED

a,,>z-Q

~G(At\

/~~~=
"'<
•

FOOTLONG
SUPER SUBS.

j :

,3 Wharf St•• Old Port
871-0035

are tonight, tomorrow and
James McNeill Whistler. The
Sunday afternoon. For resershow is at the PMA through
mid-OCtober. Museum admis- vations, call 799-8307.
• The Schoolhouse Arts
sion is free from 5-9 p.m.
Center at Sebago Lake presents a musical comedy by
Hank Beebe, "Not a Chance of
a Ghost," about two escapees
from "Yuppiedom" who buy
an old Maine house and
discover that it is haunted.
• Summer theater is
Performances are Thursdaysimmering down, but
Saturday at 8 p.m., Sunday at
there are still several thes2 p.m. through September 10.
pian excursions to take
For reservations, call 642-3743.
before Labor Day.
• Elvis fans will enjoy the
• Greenwood Gardens on
play
"Graceland," about two
Peaks Island has been hosting
rival
Presley fans who want to
shows since the turn of the
be the first to enter Graceland.
century and this summer the
"Graceland" is being pertradition continues with a
formed
along with Chekhov's
performance of "Broadway by
"The
Marriage
Proposal" at
the Bay," a musical revue
the Thomas Inn and Play_·
f~aturing songs from "Side by
house
in South Casco. PerSide by Sondheim" and "Ain't
formances
are tonight and
Misbehavin'." The performtomorrow at 8 p.m. For
ance offers the added treat of
reservations,
call 655-3281.
a traditional lobster. bake. The

• Two poets read from
their works in conjunction
with the exhibit of James
Koller's paintings at Dean
Velentgas Gallery, 60 Hampshire St., Portland. Ted
uses musical composing
techniques in his
poetry. Bob Arnold
is a poet, woodsman, stonemason
and carpenter. The
reading is at 7 p.m.
For more information, call
772-2042.
• John Singer Sargent
(1865-1925) is one of the
American painters whose
works are on the walls for the
Portland Museum of Art's
exhibit "Watercolors by
American Masters." Other
artists in the exhibit of American and Italian lands<:aples
include Charles UU.l \.1Illlt:,lU,. ,
Maurice Prendergast
and

whole package - ferry ride,
the show, and the feasting
- is $35 per person. The last
performances
• Pedal through the past
on a guided bike tour of Yarmouth offered by the Yarmouth Historical Sodety and
- \ Greater Portland Landmarks.
The leisurely ride stops at
notable buildings along the
route, highlighting some
of the town's history.
The tour begins at 10
a.m. at the Yarmouth
High School parking
lot on West Elm
Street. The tour will
stop along the
banks of the
Royal River for
lunch and conclude at the
high school at 1
p.m. The cost is $5
for members of
Greater Portland
Land marks, $7.50
for non-members.
For reservations,
call 774-5561.
• The "After Dark
Against AIDS"
series to benefit
the AIDS Project
takes a step into the
daylight with an all-day
gig at the Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett St.,South
Portland (next to SMVTI). The
music begins at 2 p.m. and
continues until closing.
Raffles, door prizes and·lots of
rock, reggae and folk music

I

handful of Jewish youth who
organized an underground
resistance against the Nazis in
the town of ViJna. "Partisans
of Vilna" airs locally on channel26 at 10 p.rn.

Nigerian juju music himself,
King Sunny Ade. His fabulous
dancing tunes fill the room at
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., Portland. Showtime is 8 p.m.
Tickets are available at Zootz,
Amadeus Music and Enterprise Records.

• Avner the Eccentric is a
clown who appeals to just
about everyone - even those
who don't go for clowning
and mime. John Simon in
New York magaZine described Avner's performances
Ghosts spook Portland.
ru, "a thinking man's clowning, a philosophical- indeed,
performed by Exit Zero,
• "On Wings of Song," a
dialectical
- tomfoolery." And
concert
of
music
performed
by
Gypsy, Jeremy Lester, Charlie
in
the
comic
adventure flick
Post, Active Culture, Ken
harpist Dorothy Hansen and
"Jewel ofthe Nile," Avner
Grimsley, Peter Gleason, The flutist Robert Carabia, benefits
stole the show in his role as
Wave Breakers, and Dan
New Gloucester's Meeting
the holy man. Tonight, he
Tonini and his band. Tickets
House Restoration Fund. The
comes
to Peaks Island for a
are $5. All proceeds will go to performance is at 4 p.m. at the
• Get spooked. Storyteller
Universalist Meeting House,
the AIDS Project. For more
Susan Dries tells tales of terror special performance to benefit
the Island Health Center at 8
information, call 767-4627.
Rt. 231 in New Gloucester.
during Greater Portland
p.m.
in the Lions Club PlayAdmission is free, but dona• Another day-long gig is
Landmarks' second evening
taking place at the amphithea- tions to the restoration fund
of ghost stories at the Portland house on Peaks Island. Tickets
are available at Hillside
are welcome. For more infor- Observatory on Munjoy Hill.
ter in the woods at Cape
Lumber on Peaks. For more
mation, call 926-4469 .
Neddick Park. Blues Fest '89
The stories are suitable for
information,
call 766-2929.
III is organized by the Blues
children and adults alike.
Bank Collective in Portsmouth
Admission is $2 for adults, $1
and features the Chicago blues
for children. For more inforbands of Jimmy Johnson and
mation, call 775-5561 or 772Casey Jones. The Portsmouth
5547.
group Rockin' Jake and the
• If you grooved to the
• "The poster is the most
Roller Coaster are also on the
sounds of Chief Commander
vital form of the graphic arts
bill. The gates open at 12
Ebenezer Obey at the Maine
• If you drag yourself
in
Latin America," according
noon, music begins at 1 p.m.
Festival (or heard about what away from the Jerry Lewis
There will be a blues barbecue to Wes laFountain, the new
a great show you missed
telethon on the tube, get to the
curator of the AREA Gallery
along with the tunes. Tickets
while you stayed dry at
beach. It is the last weekend of
at the USM Portland Campus home), you'll love the king of the summer ...
are $10 in advance at
Center. An exhibit of Cuban
Amadeus Music. For more
information, call 603-433-6287. and Nicaraguan poster art
opens today at the gallery in
• Back in town: Jerry Jeff
Walker tops off the day with a conjunction with USM's
country rock show at Raoul's, convocation committee
865 Forest Ave., Portland. For "World in Flux: Latin America." All the artwork is indigeticket information, call 773nous to Central America and
6886.
the posters come from both
local sources and the Alliance
of Cultural Democracy in
: .:::;.
: :.
Boston. The show is on the
walls through September 22 at
the AREA Gallery. Hours are
• The remarkable Ray
Monday through Saturday 10
Charles, whose excursions
a.m.-lO p.m., Sunday 12 nooninto the blues, soul and jazz
5 p.m.
have been entertaining for
years, performs this afternoon
at the Lakeside Center for the
Performing Arts in Auburn.
Charles performs this show
with his 17-piece orchestra
and the Raeletts. Show time is
3 p.m. at the performing arts
• The wonderful documentary
series "P.O.V." continues
center at CMVTI, 1250 Turner
tonight with "Partisans of
St., Auburn. For ticket inforThe king of Juju music, King Sunny Ad6, plays Aug. 31.
Vilna," about the exploits of a
mation, call 777-5262.
• The Andrew Wyeth
exhibit is the topiC of a gallery
talk being given by Curator of
Education Allison Perkins
today at 12:30 p.m. at the
Portland Museum of Art. The
talk is free with museum
admission.
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Thursday • Aug. 31st

Sp.m.
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A
bodian
Cultural Festival

From Lagos
Nigeria

Khmer Music, Dance, Food and Art

Rated .1
live concert

"Thank you Portland for
proving that there is an
audience for hip, progressive
dance music. "

In 1888_
IW_J_ Press
Herald)

Saturday, August 26th 8:00 PM
Portland Performing Arts Center

nckets at

Tickets $10 Call: 774-0465
Available also at Amadeus Music
& Gallery Music

Amadeus,

ZOOTZ&
Enterprise

FREE ADMISSION
KUBZ IS OPEN •••

/:BAR*B-QUE" { ~Iasses

';::",UNCLE
* * BILLYS
* If; ."..
/ soumSIDEBAR-1H~JE
':;. ~'lJ:JJu: out;,

" NeJ\ttotheGr',fAnCl~b-Soulhs'l<le ".

;;1 theMil[ionDoliar Bridge-on C & .
;,
767 -1119
:.

BRING THIS AD FOR
Come before 10:30 to be eligible for
prizes and giveaways.

'AmDWiNNING Acting

Afro-Pop OJ Sharon - downstairs
OJ Deb - upstairs 11-2 AM
"The Ultimate Night of Dancing"

Take Out

772~360

Open 6 Days 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
147 Cumberland Ave. Portland

Tues - Sun 4 to lOpm

'

,,~=::::::::Bi::;:ee::'lr~&~.~

For
Ordinary
People
Center for
Performance
Studies
Box 8515,
Portland

774-2776

I4
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Restaurant and Tavern

fJ0~';'Check Out Our New
Uf5.;...-/1.
Raw Bar!

E

on tour from Cleveland, Ohio

with TWISTED ROOTS
and

DON'T TRY THIS AT HOME
from Boston -tis'i;j.f.\i:tBJ

PARTY NIGHT!
·COME DOWN AND CELEBRATE"
from N.Y.C THE A-aONES

with

lG@KFOFl:

DownEast~

Compiled by Ann Sitomer
Listings must ba recalvad by 5 r,m tha Thursday prior to PUblication
Ann Sitomer, Casco Bay Waek y, 187 Clark Streat, Portland 04102

Special :. :

THE CREEPING PUMPKINS

Tuesday Night

a,]

GANDHI'S LUNCH BOX • SEPT. 1st

If':1 i{'lW: (i jI ii i !,1 ~ Itflflffi.rl

Lobster, Steamers, Cup of Chowder,
Corn on the Cob & Cole Slaw

$11.95

RAY
CHARLES

• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT •

&EL CID

-With the fabulous Raeletts
- Special guest
The Red Light Review
Tickets in advance: $15.
At gate: $17. Children 7-12: $7
Tickets available at all Maine
Ticketron outlets, (or charge by
phone: 1-800-382-8080), Record
Exchange, or the Lakeside Center
Office, 40 Pine St. , Lewiston (777-5262).
CONCERT LOCATION: CMVfI, 1250
Turner St., Auburn, 1 mile from the
Auburn Mall.

ROCK, ROCK, ROCK!!!
Casualtlas of War Michael J. Fox

SILVER
SCREEN

SUN.-AUGUST 27-3:00
Sponsored by: . :

and Sean Penn star in this movie,
based on the true story of five soldiers
in Vietnam who kidnap, rape and murder a Vietnamese women during an
extended patrol. The story was originally reported in The New Yorker
magazine in the late '60s, and is unique
in that four of the men were actually
tried and convicted. The movie depicts
neither the horror of the crime nor the
difficulty with which the soldiers were
brought to justice. Sean Penn plays the
leader of the pack, who turns from a
bad boy into a violent man after the
death of a close friend during an ambush by the Vietcong. Fox plays the
one man in the squad, who won't go
along with crime and can do nothing to
save the life of the captiWl. The story's
drama - the violence of the crime, the
good soldier's impotence and his eventual courage - are virtually ignored by
director Brian de Palma. The movie
seems to glorify the crime and understate the justice. De Palma shOUld stick
to fiction; his true-life stories come
across as a sick macho f!!ntasy:.. ' .

What's Where
Maine Mall Cinemas
Maine Mall Road, S Portland
71..· 1022
L •• It Itld. IPC.'31
1:15,3:1 5, 4:15,7:30,9:30
""mer & Hootch (PC)
12:45.3.5:1 0.7:1 5, 9:25
"''''nthoocf (PG.13)
12:45,3:45.1.9:50
••lman CPG.13}
1:30. 4:30, 7:20, 10

Hon~, I Shrunk the Kid • ..,d
TUmm~ Troubl. IPCI

1,3:10,5:20,7:25,9:35
___ t.,. P.n (0)
12 noon
Th. Abp. CPG.13)
1.... 7,'0

Nickelodeon
TEH11'kI and Middle, POr1iand
772·9751
Un.", Buck (PC)
1:10.":20,7,920
Rud. AW_kenlno (R)
1:15,4:1 5.7:15.9:10 (lhrol:!gh Aug 24)
1:15~romAug25)

1:20,4:05, 7:10, 9:30 (through Aug 2.. )
7:10,9:30 (lfI)m Auo 25)
Ch.et .... & Frlencfa (GI
1:25.4:10,7:20 (through Aug 24)
1:25.4:10 (IromAug 25)
.. Ight ........ OIl Elm Street V
9 pm ~hrough Aug 24)

Dead P_ts Soclaty Peter Weir's
movie is about a group of schoolboys in
a strict New England prep school who
are inspired by an English teacher
(Robin Williams) to look beyond the
ordinary and to live their own dreams
rather than conform to the expectations of their parents and schoolmasters. Williams' acting does little to inspire, but his character gives the rest of
the story the impetus it needs to cany
on without him. Using the haunting and
mystical images that have become his
trademark, Weir makes the boys' initiation into life, love and poetry extraordinary.

Wayne, fighting against an oppressive
evil world of Gotham City lorded by the
Joker (Jack Nicholson). The sets are
designed by Anton Furst, who designed
the sets for Stan ley Kubrick's 'Full Metal
Jacket,' among other films. The movie
has a wonderful look. Unfortunately,
the plot and characters fall far short of
the movie's menacing and profound
sets.

double feature. The title speaks for
·Honey, I Shrunk the Kids: Rick Moranis loses his and the neighbors' kids
in the backyard after an experiment
backfires. 'Tummy Trouble" stars the
stars of Toon Town - Roger Rabbit,
Baby Hennan and Jessica - in this tully
animated feature .

II., F.elng ........... IAI
Aug 26-29

MUSIC MARATHON

LIVE MUSIC 2PM - CLOSING
Including THE WAVE BREAKERS. DAN TONINI & HIS BAND. KEN GRIMSLY.
PETER GLEASON. CHARLIE POST. JEREMY LESTER. GYPSY. EXIT ZERO.
ACTIVE CULTURE. Proceeds to support the AIDS Project

We're AIr Conditioned! • Plenty of parldng • Happy Hour 4-6

Jones trilogy maintains the sense of
humor and adventure in the previous
installments. River Phoenix does a
good job as the adolescent Indie and
Sean Connery lays aside his own reputation as a man of adventure to play
Indie's stolid academic father.

on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

TUES/AUGUST 29

IGll11R

FROM THE CARIBBEAN COAST
OF NICARAGUA

SOUL VIBRATIONS
AFRO-NICARAGUAN ROOTS REGGAE

Torch Song Trilogy A female imper-

Sat-Sun mal at 3
Sun-Tue aI 7. 9

T_ _ TrIlogy 1111
Aug »Sop2
Wed-Sal al7. 9:15
Sat mat at 1,3:15

Cinema City
W88fbrook Plaza
854-9116

Movies are not SCheduled aI presa lime;
call ahead to confirm tfmes

U"''''_kIPCI

7,9, weekend mat 1.3
When
II. . . .11y IAI
7:15.9:15, weekend mats at 1:15. 3:15
. Rud. Awak.nlng fR)

"-roy

7.9
Nightmare on Elm
V (RJ
7, g, weekend mats at 1. 3
C..Wltt... 0' W.r CR)
7.9, weekend mats at 1. 3
Che.tah & Friend. (Q)
weekend mats at 1. 3

Lock.Up Sylvester Stallone's . latest

Unci. Buck is John Candy's annual

Mama Tu.... 100 Carlos Saura's 1979

summer comedy - this year directed
by John Hughes. Uncle Buck comes to
stay and take care of his nephew and
nieces

movie is about an old and wealthy matriarch whose greedy children and
grandchildren anxiously await her
demise.

Whan Harry Mat Sally Meg Ryan

Schedule subject to change
Tontine Mall Brunswick
729-5486

Saco Drlve.ln

sonator has had many IoWlrs, but IS
looking for one loving and stable relabonshlp. He falls in love, .only to diScover that his lover is haVIng an affair
with a women. Turner and Hooch Tom
Hanks plays a cop with a dog. &lth
boys work to bust a drug-smuggling
ring and still have time for a romance .

movie IS about a pnson filled With unlikely and unlikable characters, except
of course, Sly . Stallone plays a good
guy in a bad place, which becomes
worse when a vengetulwa~den (Donald
Sutherland) makes Sly's hfe hell. This
is a lun movie for people who don't tire
of the Stallone's formula and can enJ"J
killer-football game played in the mu .

Evening Star

Bridglon ~fgi ~86tbro~

Indiana oIonas and the Last
Crusade The third part in the Indiana

ATLANTIC
JAM

Aug 23-27
Wed·Sat cd 7, 9
Sal-Sun mat at 1

Prides Corner Drlve.ln

Thurs. Aug. 24

HAPPY HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI

SUN/AUGUST 27

n.n. tOO

at,..,

Honey, I Shrunk the Kids ana
Tummy Troubla is a Walt Disney

./

Cheech Marin play two hiPPieS, who
have been underground and out o.f the
country for 20 years and return to life In
the late '80s to find the Woodstock
generation gone awry .

Pic ..... "ow Iltl

M......

is a cult movie extravaganza. The story.
if you must know, is about a young
couple whose car breaks down on a
stormy night and find themselves
trapped in a castle Inhabited by people
from the planet Transsexual. Susan
Sarandon plays the timid Janet. Tim
Cuny is wonderful in leather:md lace ,
singing "Sweet Transvestite.

~. . .WA I-K Ef( S

Rud. Awakanlng Eric Roberts and

m-9600

Batman Michael Keaton is Bruce

AFTER DARK AGAINST AIDS • $2 COVER CHARGE

The Rocky Horror Picture Show

unlucky gambler, who gets a hot tip on
a race from a cabbie friend and finds
his luck turns around. Terri Garr plays
Dreyfuss' wife, who puts up WI.th him
even though he keeps sweanng off
gambling and taking it up again.

Aug 25-26 at 11 pm

CALL

.'
Sat. Aug. 26

Lat It Ride Richard Dreyfuss pI'!ys a

The Movies

Th. - " _

Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

GYPSY

rearing in middie-<:lass Ameri,?". Steve
Martin plays the man With a high pressure job, who wants to be superdad.
While Jason Robards and a cast of
thousands meander through some
tasteless humor about family life, peppered with a few serious and poignant
moments.

10 Exchange. Ponklnd

Now booking weddings and corporate parties for
fall & winter.

FrLAug.25

Parenthood Ron Howard's tale of child

Mel Gibson play two cops fighbngSouth
African drug smugglers. Lots of product placement and politically !'(>rrect
asides make up !he bulk o.f 1h's one.
The movie starts In the begl!,nlng ~f a
car chase; plot is something whl~h
never seems to cross the producer s
mind.

1:10,4:30.6:50, 9:15S,oughAug 24)
1. ":15, 6:.45. 9:15 romAuQ 25)
...... """" II..
lIy Ipc.UI
1:30, 4. 7:30. 9:45
Indl. . . .Jon•• Md
tlte lila' eru..... (PC." 3)
1:20.4:05.6:50,9:15 (Ir<>mAug ~5)
F"'hI of _ . fPC)
':15.7:15, 9:40 ~,ornAug 25)

under, and this time irs not Australia.
The undersea epic offers great deepsea special effects, but the plot is be.
wildering. A submarine, a nuclear
warhead, a deranged naval officer and
an alien creature all !i9ure in the story.
Ed Harris and Mary Eltzabeth Mastrantonio star.

We'll be appearing Aug. 27 with Ray Charles at
Lakeside in Lewiston. See you there!

Open MI(:ro~lholne

Lathal Waapon II Danny Glover and

_d P ......... "'''' IPCI

The Abyss is the latest from down

Aug. 25·26 Horsefeathers
Sept. 1 Chocheeko Arts Fest, Dover, NH
Aug. 26 Aft. Portland c.c.
Sept. 2 Aft. Senator Inn, Augusta, ME
Aug. 7J Ray Charles Concert Aft. 3-4
Eve. Portland Club, Private
Aug. 30 Raoul's Dance Party
Sep!. 3 Aft. Shawmut Inn
Aug. 31 Aqua lounge, York Beach, ME
Eve. Cruise longfellow II

Sept. 1-2

L.'l':J.'~~~~(A~

c.au.ItJea of W., lR)

Every Tuesday is Talent Night

TRIBE
DANCE, DANCE, DANCE fff

Man Facing Southeast

Apatie~t in

a Buenos Aires mental hospital claims
he's from another planet. ':l'S logic and
apparent soundness of mmd have hiS
doctor (who doesn't seem all that sane
himself) doubting his own diagnoSIS.

Kruger relives not only the trauma of
his birth, but the tr<\uma of his conception (his mother was a nun who was
raped by various lunatics in an asylum). Freddy seeks rebirth through the
fetus of a young girl in the fifth pan.

SAT/SEPTEMBER 9

KENNY RANKIN

and Billy Crystal play on-and-off acquaintances, who challenge the supposition that men and women cannot
be friends. This isn't a movie that gets
one thinking about the meaning of
modern relationships, but it is thoroU9hly enjoyable. The short segments
of Interviews with married couples add
spice to the love story between Crystal
and Ryan

Rt 1, Sace
282·4386

Nightmare on Elm Streat V Freddy

WALKERS

+MORE

FRI/SEPTEMBER 15

LOGatea at:
Saco, So. Portland, Portland, Yarmouth, Falmouth, 8runswick, 8ath,
Augusta, Fairfield, Waterville, Gardiner, Topsham, Winthrop.

THE BAND THAT
TIME FORGOT
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Rio Hondo Collage Singe,. (classi-

SUNDAY+

"'".

AtI.ntlc "am Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth.

Share the Romance
at Portland's
Great Little
Italian Restaurant
41 Middle St. • Portland
774-2972

MUSIC
CLUBS
THURSDAY+

Portland. 774-1441 .
Pop Chronic I. . (rock) Old Port Tavem 11 Mou~on Portland. 774-{)444.
Dani Tribesmen (reggae) Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-0886.

FRIDAY+
D.v. Arehlbald Band (r&b, country,

MONDAY+
Milch Ryd.r & the Detroit W~I.
(r&b) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland.
774-1441.
Pop Chronic I•• (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7744W4.

T... Whig., Boom Shanlul and
Crazy Moonbe.m (rock, etc.) Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.

Ob••••lon (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market Portland . 774-5246.

B.d' Credit (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown,
Portland, 761-2506.
Breakdown (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton Portland. 774-0444.
B.avar BrOwn B.nd (rock) T-Bird's,
126 N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040, .
T ... Hind.nb.rg. (rock) Spnng POint
Cafe, 175 Pickett St., S. Portland. 7674677.
T... Shift.,. (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 8
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9349285.
T... Look (rock) The Brunswick, 34
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
Ululato,. (reggae) The Pound, Shore
Rd., Cape Neddick. 363-5471 .
1.land.ld. (reggae) Aqua lounge,
Short Sands, York Beach. 363-7578.

TUESDAY+
Soul Vibration. (reggae) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.

Blockyard (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton Portland. 774-0444.

Op.n Mlk. Night Spring Point Cafe.
175 Pickett, S. Portland. 767-4677.

1.land Side (reggae) The Shawmut
Inn Kennebunkport 967-3931 .

T ... ' Swings I.,. Oazz) The Pound,
Shore Rd. , Cape Neddick. 363-5471.

'

"

Forest Ave .• Portland. 774-1441 .

Tribe and EI Cld (rock) Tree Cafe. 45
Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.

black and white tables
from gerald swenson

St.v. How.1I &t ... Wolv. . (rock)

the

_

20 MILK STREET / i2D7 772·9072
PDRTLAND MAINE D4101

'~a.

Geno's, 13 Brown St., Portland. 761-

2506.

Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 7745246.
Th. Wav.break.,. !reggae} Old Port
Tavern. 11 Moulton. Portland. 7740444.
Scott O.kI.y (jazz) Blue Moon, 425
Fore St.. Portland. 871-0663.
..
Roy Fraz_ Trio (jazz) little WillieS,
36 Market. Portland. 713-4500.
Cypsy (rock) Spring POint Cafe, 175
Pickett St., $ . Portland. 767-4677.
Brok.n M.n (rock) Dry Dock. 84 Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
R.d Light R.vu. (r&b) Horsefeather's, 193 Middle, Portland. 7733501.
Trader Vic (rock) Bruno's, 33 India,
Portland. 773--3530.
Deep.r In Debl (rock) Tommy's North
Shore, Naples.
The Shift.,. (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 8
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9349285.
.
T... Look (rock) The BrunSWICk, 34
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
Siraight L.c. (acoustic) The
Shawmut Inn. Kennebunkport. 9673931.

Rockln'
... k.
.nd
the
RolI.reu.l.r (rock) The Pound.
Shore Rd .• Cape Neddick. 363-5471.

MAXWELL'S
Specialty Housewares
773-7977
100 COMMERCIAL ST.
IN THE THOMAS BLOCK, JUST
NORTH OF DI MILLO'S

"A unique selection offine
products for your home from
Maine and around the world!'

Quality gifts in pewter, silver,
leather & brass.
Personalized while you wait.

Classic
Impressions
164 Middle St .• Old Port
Next to The Oyster Club
874-6980
Mon.-Thurs. 9:30-6
Fri. 9:30-5:30 Sat. 10-5

".rry ...

ff W.lk.r (country & westem) Raoul's. 31 Forest Ave, Portland.
773-0886.
D.nc. Hall R.gga. (reggae) Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441 .
The A·Bo_. and Th. Cre.plng
Pumpkins (rock) Geno's. 13 Brown ,
Portland. 761 -2506.
Brok.n M.n (rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
R.d Light R.vu. (r&b) Horsefeather's , 193 Middle. Portland. 7733501.
SI.v. How.1I &the Wolv•• (fock)
Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 7745246 .
.
Trader Vic (rock) Bruno's, 33 India.
Portland. 773--3530.
The Wav.break.,. (reggae) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton. Portland. 7740444 .
Scoll O.kl.y (jazz) Blue Moon , 425
..
Fore St.. Portland. 871-0663 .
Roy Fraz_ Trio (iazz) Little Willies,
36 Market, Portland. 773-4500.
AIDS Prolect B._fit (acousbc, rock)
Gypsy, t:xit Zero, Jeremy lester, Ken
Gnmsley, Peter Gleason. The Wave
Breakers, Active Culture. and Dan
Tonini and Friends perform from .2 pm
on .. . Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett
Sl S Portland. 767-4677.
oHper In D.bt (rock) Tommy 's North
Shore, Naples.
T... Shift.,. (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 8
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9349285.
T... Look (rock) The Brunswick, 34
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-

WEDNESDAY+

Church 159 State St, Portland. Benefit
for the Ocean View Adult Day Care
Center in S. Portland. $5 suggested
donation at the door.
Song Swap (folk) River Tree Arts Folk
Club invite performers and listeners to
their monthly folk song swap at 7:30
pm at the Kennebunkport Community
House. Donationsof$2coverexpenses
and include refreshments. Call 9854343.
R.m ••y L.wl. Qu.rt.t Oazz} 8 pm,
Centerforthe Arts. University of Maine,
Orono. For ticket information, call 581 1755.

Dav. Brubeck and George 5 .... "
Ing Oazz} 8 pm , The Waterville Valley

drum music) 7:30 pm at the Waldo
Theatre in Waldoboro. Tickets are $10
in advance. $12 at the door. Call 8326373 for ticket information.

Ave Portland. 773--8187.

Red Light R.vue (r&b) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773--6886.

Blockyard (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton. Portland. 774-0444.

SATURDAY+
Ray Chari•• (bluesfjazzJsoul) 8 pm,

DANCING+
music and new music; Fri: Post Modem - all ages; Sat: latest dance musIC;
Sun: nequestnight; Tue: Hip House- all
ages. 773-8187.
The Exchang. Club, 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open We~un, until 3:30
am on Fri-Sat 773-0300.

UPCOMING+
King Sunny Ad_ (African juju musIc)
Aug 31 Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., Portland. 773--8187.

The Waterville Valley Bridge,. Rt. 49.
N.H. TIckets are $20-$27. For tJcket Information, call 603-236-4166_
The shaw Brothe,. (country) 8 pm,
Rockport Opera Hou se, Main St.,
Rockport. Tickets are $8 in advance,
$10 at the door. For more information.
call 354-8928.
Blues F_t '89 III (blues) The Jimmy
Johnson Blues Band and the Casey
Jones Blues Band from Chicago and
Rockin' Jake and the Roller Coaster
play Aug 26, 12 noon-7 pm at Cape
Neddick Park in Cape Neddick. TlCk~ts
are $1 0 in advance at Amadeus MUSIC.
For more information , call 603--4336287.

SUNDAY+
Big Chl.f & t ... Contl_nt.l. (r&b)

MUSIC
SHOWS
THURSDAY+ -

7:30-10 pm aboard the longfellow II
departing 1 long Wharf, ~ortIand .
Tickets are $12.50. For more Information, call 774-3578.

5-8 pm , Casco Bay Unas, departing
from the Ferry Terminal, Franklin and
Commercial streets, Portland. Fortlcket
information , call 774-7871 .
.
T... Up••tt.,. (r&b) Harbor crUise
7:30-10 pm aboard the longfellow II
departtng 1 long Wharf, Portland.
TIckets are $1 2.50. For more information , call 774-3578.
R.y Chari•• (bluesljazzJsoul) 3 pm ,
The l akeside Center for the PerformIng Arts atCMVTI, 1250TumerSt, Auburn . For ticket information, call 7775262.
On Wing. of Song (claSSical) Harpist
Dorothy Hansen and flutist Robert
Carabia perform at 4 pm at the Universalist Meeting House. Rt. 231 . New
Gloucester. Admission is free, but
donations for the Meeting House Res toration Fund are welcome. For more
information, call 926-4469.

MONDAY+
Hickory Flet Expres. (c&w/rnck) 12
noon. Canal Plaza, Portland. Free.

August 24,1989

TUESDAY+
SALT OazzJfolk} 12 noon, Congress
Square. Portland. Free and open to the
public.

WEDNESDAY+
Sus.n_ & Cuy. Wllh TI •• (a

IJy Sherry Miller

cappella pop) 12 noon , Tommy's Palil.
Portland. Free and open to the publIC.

UPCOMING+
Ziggy M.rI.y and t... M.lody
Mak.,. and T ... N.vlll. Broth.,. (reggae) Aug 31, 7:30 pm, Veteran's Park, Manchester, N.H. TIckets
are $18.50 at TIcketron and Teletron
(800-382-8080).
N.II Young (folk/rock) Sep 2, 7:30 pm,
Veteran's Park. Manchester, N.H. Tickets are $19.50, available at TIcketron
and Teletron, 800-382-8080.
Rolling Ston•• Conc.rt Bu. lewiston-Portland-Foxboro on Oct 1.
Cost is $25. For more information, call
784-8264.
P.t. S.ager and Cordon Bok (folk)
Sep 2, Benefit concert for The Rockport Apprenticeshop, a boat-bUilding
school, 8 pm at the Maine Center for
the Arts, University of Maine, Orono .
For ticket information, call 581-1755.

~ ·1.

Moxie M.n (rock) Zootz. 31 Forest

~.
.
Str.lghl
Lac. (acoustic) The . St_mbo.t Trio (jazz) Hrbo
a
r cruise
Shawmut Inn, Kennebunkport. 9673931.
Nit. Uf. . (r&b) The Pound, Shore
Rd .• Cape Neddick. 363--5471.

".zz

Slat. Street Tradltlon.1
B.nd Oazz) 8:30 pm, State Street

AtI.ntic Clarion 51_1 Band (steel

Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu : house

SATURDAY+

".zz

Mad Horse
Theatre's
musical
revue "You
Can't get
There From
Here"
continues
though Sep.
10 to raise
building
funds for
the
comapny's
new theater
at 955
Forest Ave.
In Portland.

Port City AII.ta,. (r&b) Raoul's, 865

fun stuff

folk) 12 noon, Monument Square.
Portland. Free and open to the publIC.
B.llamy
Band Oazz) Harbor
cruise 7:30-10 pm aboard the longfellow II departing 1 long Wharf, Portland. Tickets are $12.50. For more
information, call 774-3578.

Bridge Rt. 49, N.H. TIckets are $20$27. For ticket information. call 603236-4166 .

FRIDAY+
Knlfed.nc., Twl.ted Root. and
Don't Try Thl. At Hom. (rock)

cal) Choral works by Vivaldi, Gallus.
Monteverdi and Neufeld at 7:30 pm,
Allen Avenue Unitarian Universalist
Church, 524 Allen Ave., Portland. Admission is $2.50.

ON
STAGE

You C.n't Get Th.re From H.re
Songs and sketches poking fun of life
in Maine performed by the Mad Horse
Theatre Company through Sep 10 at
the company's new theater at 955
Forest Ave .• Portland. Performances
are Thu-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 7 pm.
TIckets are $14; $2 discount for. students and seniors. For reservations.
call 797-3338.
Bay B.k• •nd Broadway Musical
rev:.e featuring music from "SIde by
Side by Sondheim" and "Ain't Misbehavin: a lobster bake plus a ferry .'Ide
to Peaks Island. Show dates are Friday
and Saturday evenings and Sunday a!ternoons through Aug 27. $35 covers It
all. Formore informa~on . call 799-8307.
Mixed Nut. fmprov theater to benefit
the AIDS Project Aug 24, 8 pm at
Raours. 865 Forest Ave. Portland.
TIckets are $10. For more InformatIOn,
call 773-0886.
L1nna Romantic Argentine history play
by local playwright Dan Wentworth Aug
25-27. 8 pm at A~antic Hall. Cap~ Porpoise. Tickets are 41 O. For more mformation , call 985-2346.
C.I.bratlon B.m T .... t.r features
the best of student performances from
Tony Montan/lfo's workshop Aug 25,
Jackie Reiffer, John Saccone. Frans
Rijnbout and Nancy Smithner perform
Aug 26. All performances are at8 pm at
the Celebration Barn Theater ,
Stockfarm Rd. S. Paris. TIckets are $5.
For more information, call 743--8452.
Two Play. "Graceland" by Ellen Byron
is about the rivalry between tow ElVIS
Presley fans to be the first to enter
Graceiand and "The Marriage Proposal· by Anton Chekhov about a
marriage proposal that goes sour. Performances are Aug 24-26 at 8 pm at the
Thomas Inn & Playhouse, Just off Rt.
302. S. Casco. Tickets are $ 10. For
reservations. call 655-3281 .
Nunsun •• Musical comedy about convent life through Aug 27 at the Mame
State Music Theater, Pickard Theater.
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Performances are Tue-Sat at 8 pm with 2 pm
matinees on Wed. Fri and Sun . Tickets
are $1 0-$20 For more Information . call
725-8769.

+MOHE

New ways of looking at Maine art

Artists' choice
No one can quite explain why the Maine to ceiling if necessary, that artists bring in for an
galleries and art market have been kind of "flat" open show, instead of a juried show. He dug into
this summer. The work shown is not really bor- his spring roll on that one.
ing; it's familiar and not exciting. This includes
Asifby chance, these ideas have been rounded
even excellent work by good artists. If that's a out in the past week alone by three shows which
contradiction, I can't explain it. Even our best were more interesting than the usual Maine shows
work is somehow already familiar to our audi- and which were artist-selected. These were the
ences.
exhibition for the Maine Nuclear Referendum
This is not a plea for artists to change their Auction in Portland August 10, the Maine Coast
work for the sake of change. It might be a plea for Artists' auction in Rockport August 13, and the
new curating or radical exhibiting changes - out Maine Craft Association Patrons' Reception at
of the galleries into public places, curating wi th- the Frick Gallery in Belfast August 15.
out artists' names, single jurors.
For each of these events the artists selected
These are some of
what they wanted to
the ideas offered to
either exhibit, sell, or
Maine Coast Artists
get rid of. But the
curator Bruce Brown
three shows cameout
when he stumbled
with a wide variety
into a Union of Maine
of work more or less
Visual Artists' dinner
covering the range of
and party last SaturMaine art. In other
day night. We were,
words, someone atvery respectably, sittending either aucting in a huge circle
tion or the craft show
and supposedlyintrocould have had a feelducingourselves.Just
ing for the typical
after I said my name
work being done in
is Edgar Allen Beem
Maine today in those
and I'm a critic and
media. This is not
I'm very important,
usually available in a
Bruce came in lookregular
gallery
ing for a good dinner
where, during the
on his way to the theasummer, a group
ter. "What suggesshow prevails and
tions do you have for
interesting in tense vimore interesting
sionary work is often
shows at Maine Coast
hung side by side
Artists: ' he queried
with conventional
the group.
watercolors
and
Several people
Jamie johnston's Eclipse Table
photo-realistic paintsuggested that the
at the Frlc:k Gallery.
ings, a practice that
annual juried show be juried by one person . ruins both kinds of work, or the gallery opts for
instead of three so that a consistent vision would a bland safe show of, you guessed it, Maine
replace the necessary compromises among three landscapes.
jurors. But many of us remembered complaints
The. Maine Nuclear Referendum Auction
about other juried shows and it's possible that a grossed over$21,OOOwhich,although lower than
single vision would also end up irritating artists. expectations, is still a very respectable expendiMark Libby, longtime UMV A member and ture for art in a two-hour time. Maine Coast
currently exhibiting at Maine Coast Artists, sug- Artists grossed around $30,000, which exceeded
gested that artists who would like to exhibit their expectations. (Net figures are not available
together make proposals to curators complete yet.) We always hear a lot of hoopla about upwith slides. The curator could pick from among coming auctions and not too much afterwards,
the proposals but essentially these would be There have been lots of auctions this year and
artist-curated shows. This interesting idea would people fear that they will cancel each other out.
reqUire curators at museums to put out a request But the fact seems to be that people are spending
for proposals, which is a common practice in the money on art some place or the other and there
public and private sectors and often generates must be ways of presenting the art that will
some lively competition and some crea tive struc- enhance this process.
turing of ideas.
As a result of efforts by the UMVA, artists now
Another suggestion made t6 Bruce was to have the option, in most auctions, of receiving 10,
hang shows without the artists' names on the 30 or 50 percent of the sale price, so the whole
paintings, as Natasha Mayers did in her Inside- burdenoffund raisingfor these chari table events
Outsideshow. This 1987-88show at USM'sAREA does not fallon the artist, who is often the least
Gallery featured works of professional artists, able to pay. After all, the buyer gets a tax-deductprison inmates, mentally handicapped people ible product for his or her check.
and mentally ill people. A whole exhibition withThe exhibitions I mention here were put up
out thenamesof the artists puts the burden on the quickly and taken down quickly. Although this
viewers of really discovering whether or not the year Maine Coast Artists left the show up for two
work means something to them. It changes the weeks, and this was a big draw for some of the
interaction of the viewers from reading the label artists to contribute, the MNRC and the MCA
and then categorizing the work into some famil- shows came up and down in two days. This is a
iar framework to looking at the work and re- tremendous amount of work on thepartofMNRC
sponding to it directly. Curators might even add volunteers and of Rose Marie Frick of the Frick
a contest and a prize for those who correctly Gallery. Still, if such beautifully hung profesidentified the most artists. This also increases the sional shows can be put together in such a short
emphasis on the personal vision of the artist. time, what are the options available to the arts
One's prestige might rise according to how well community besides moreofthe same old thing in
the artist is communicating his or her personal galleries and museums?
vision. If six artists' paintings all seemed interchangeable, they could go back to their easels.
Another idea, proposed by Natasha Mayers, Sherry Miller, artist and writer, sees good art in Maine
is simply for Bruce to hang every painting, floor all the ti~ in spite of herself.

Program Schedule
Critic's Choices
Late Nights
24 THU
25 FRI
26 SAT

Persona

Sally 0/ the Sawdust
Charlie Chaplin Carnival

27 SUN Open City

Night at the Movies
. Evenings

28 MON The Overcoat
29 TUE Umberto D
30 WED Ballad 0/ a Soldier

24 THU Scarlet Street
This is my Army

25 FRJ
26 SAT

Dementia 13

27 SUN The Shooting
28 MON The Third Man

29 TUE Thunder in the City
30 WED A Walk in the Sun

When it heats up outside, cool
down inside with our great
cold soups and our salad bar.

a jungle out there

our swnptuous
tapestry captures the
magnificent beasts.
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MORE
ON STAGE

Feel GREAT Again!
It's not too late to look
& feel great this
summer. Don't
delay, join
today!
Win $100.00 cash.
Stop by for details.
Air Conditioned.

Featuring:
e

e

e
e

Over 45
classes weekly
Aerobic
equipment
Individual
exercise
programs
Weight training
AM babysitting

Not. Cnnce of. Gho.t Play about
two yuppies who buy a haunted house
in MainethroughSep 10attheSchoolhouse Arts Center at Sebago Lake.
Performances are Th u-Sat at 8 pm.
Sun at 2 pm. TIckets are$10 for adults.
$6 for kids. For more information. call
642-3743.
A Sh.y... M.ld.1 Revival of this
winter's production about a Jewish
family from Poland reunited after World
War II through Aug 27 at the Theater
Project, 14 School St., Brunswick. Performances are Thu-Satat8 pm, Sun at
2 pm . Tickets are $101$8. For more information , call 729-8584.

by Mike Quinn
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The Hunchb.ck of Not.. D.me
Play by Timothy Wheeler based on the
novel by Victor HU90 Aug 25-27, 29,
30. Sep 2 at 8 pm (matinee Sep 2) at
the Theater at Monmouth. Tickets are
$8.50-$13. For more information, call
933-9999.
Mixed Nut. Improv theater Aug 31, 8
pm at the Thomas Inn, Rt. 302. S.
Casco. TlCketsare$10. For more information. call 655-3292..
High Jinx Juggling duo perform Aug
31 , 12 noon at Maine National Bank
plaza, Portiand. Free and open to the
public.
Avn.r tn Ecc.ntrlc Benefit performance for the Island Health Center
Sep I, 8 pm at the Lions Club Playhouse on Peaks Island. TIckets are
available at Hillside Lumber on Peaks.
For more information, call 766-2929.
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LITE & DELICIOUS
FRUIT
SALAD

AVOCADO
& CHEESE
SANDWICH
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education performing troupe is looking
for people to educate and discuss
important issues with young people in
the area. There will be a weekend training retreat for teen members and adult
leaders Sep 15-17 in Bryant Pond and
Sep 29-Oct 1 in Lincolnville . Scholarships are available. For more information about ROTA call the University of

.
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SOUPS· SANDWICHES· SALADS
"A Healthy Alternative"

Tournament on Walker's Point

4'16 Fore St•• Old Port. 774·434Z

•.............................~ .... ~

· 50 CI:
•

•

Offer good with coupon only!
Expires Sept. 7, 1989

$1 00 ·
•

••

NEW
OFF
~
a new •
• small pizza
ITEMS
item large •
~.e\
pizza:
Spinach Pizza 4:
Hawaiian Pizza . . :::~e
Garlic & Oil Pizza ' .

:: aOFF
new item

:

also now available: Ziti

•••
••

••
••
•••

PORTLAND
:• HOUSE OF PIZZA:•

:
•

1373 Washington Ave, at the corner of Allen Ave"
:
near Northgate • 797-9030 • EAT IN OR TAKE OUT •

I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~

498 Congress Street, Portland
772-3932
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retaiL __
But now all

Gold and Dialllonds are 25% om

• Stereos • TVs e Musical Instnunents
Tools • Antiques e Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland' 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta

~~We

buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Horseshoes or horse doo-doo
Sometimes a sports press pass can get you
strrught to the top. On a presidential visit to
postcard perfect Kennebunkport, I was fortunate enough to be allowed into the Bush compound to cover the horseshoe match between
two high powered teams: President George
Bush and his advisor John Sununu vs. Maine's
two U.s. Senators, George Mitchell and Bill
Cohen.
The game was to 21 points, losers buying a
case of Geary's. Prior to the game, President
Bush called the other three players over for a
pep talk they're likely to remember till death or
at least Alzheimer's. Being unobtrusive but
within earshot I captured for prosperity the
classic words of our fearless leader. To me it
seemed the President merely stole a series of
quotations and converted them into a migraineproducing non sequitur of uninspiring dribble.
But then again that's just one person's opinion.
His horseshoe speech might be considered brilliant Pulitzer Prize material for recreational
rhetoric, You be the judge.
"Gentlemen, I'm not much of a speechmaker
but I'd like to share a few of my own words and
thoughts with you. Forget party politics while
you're here. Relax in this friendly atmosphere
of bipartisan horseshoes. And so, my fellow
politicians, ask not what horseshoes can do for
you: ask what you can do for horseshoes. If you
can't stand the heat, then get out of the sand.
Theringersstop here. Theonly thing we have to
fear is backspin itself. Never before have we
had so little time in which to throw so many
shoes. Four score and seven years ago, this
grand old game was invented by our fathers on
this continent. Remember the horseshoe divided itself cannot stand. Walk softly and have
a big horseshoe. Far better it is to win glorious
horseshoe games, even though checkered with
failure, than to rank with those poor spirits who
neither enjoy much nor suffer much, because
they live in the gray twilight that knows not
victory nor defeat. To be prepared for horseshoes is one of the most effectual means of preserving peace. We hold these truths to be selfevident: that all horseshoes are created equal. I

made my mistakes, bu t in years of public life I
have never profited from public service. I have
earned every cent and prud off every last horseshoe bet. I welcome this kind of examination
because people have got to know whether or
not their President is a crook. Well, I'm not a
crook. I'm an honest, kinder, gentler horseshoe
player. This nation, this generation, in this hour
has man's first chance to build a Great Society,
a place where man's life matches the marvel of
a man's horseshoe playing ability. Watch out
for their evil empire and win this horseshoe
game for the Gipper."
George Mitchell, a learned and well-read political historian, couldn't take any more bushleague plagiarism. "Mr. President," he said, "1
must take exception to your curious pep talk.
Your words were all slightly bastardized quotes
from previous presidents. What is the point?"
"The point, by George," responded the President, "is that a U.s. president can take credit for
any famous words uttered by a predecessor
from this great office. There's no hann in sprucing up a horseshoe speech on this sporting
occasion by borrowinga few presidential pearls
from the Oval Fraternity."
"Whatever you say, Mr. President. I'd rather
be right than Senator."
The horseshoe game finally started and the
President and Sununu made quick work of
Mi tchell and Cohen. As the President tossed on
the final ringer in an impressive 21-6 rout, he
added spontaneously:
"Is this a victory 1 see before me
The horseshoe toward my hand?
Come, let me clutch thee:
I have thee not, and yet I see thee still.
Art thou not, fatal vision, sensible
To feeling as to sight? or art thou but
A horseshoe of the mind, a fake creation,
Proceeding from the heat oppressed brain?"

GALA

C.mbodl.n CuituNI F••Uv.1 Cambodian cuisine, folk arts and perform·
ances by Portland's Samaky Ensemble
and the Lowell Angkor Cambodian
Dance and Music Troupe Aug 26, 8 pm
at the Portland Performing Arts Center.
25A Forest Ave .• Portland. Tickets are
$14, available at the PPAC box office,
774-0465.
Women'. Eq .... llty D.y Music and
dance festival sponsored by Maine
NOW Aug 26, 2-5:30 pm at SMVTI, S.
Portland . Entertainment includes
Franco-American singer Josee Vachon, Penobscot and Maliseet Indian
legends setto music by Barbara Magee.
and d10ir music performed by BriclQes.
$10 donation , For more informa~on.
call 871 -0618.
Summer.rt. F••Uv.1 Folk art exhibits, tours, musical performances and
theatrical performances are included
on the program for the conclusion of
River Tree Arts summer workshop
programs Aug 26,.11 am-l pm at the
Brick Store Museum. Dane Street, Kennebunk. Formore information, call 9854343.

Portland Mus.um of Art Seven
Congress Square, Portland. Hours:
Tue-Sat. 10·5: Sun, 12-5; Free on
Thursday evenings, 5-9. Sentinels of
the Coast: Images of Lighthouses
(through Sep 10); Andrew Wyeth in
. Maine: Selections from the Holly and
Arthur Magill Collection, an exhibit of
over 60 drawings and watercolors
(through Sep 24); Perspectives:
Celeste Roberge (through Oct 8); Watercolors by American Masters (through
Oct 15). 775.0148.
Albert.'. C.f., 21 PleasantSt., Portland. Color photographs from the Indian Subcontinent by Ralph Davis
through August. 774-0016.
AII.n Scott Book., 89 ExchangeSt.,
Portland. Drawings by Katherine White
through Aug 27. 774-2190.
Artlnns G.ne..,., 334 Forest Ave .•
Portfand. Photo-collages of Maine and
American scenery by Bradley Libenson through Sep 8. 172-5522
BarrleioH G.n.rI. . , 26 Free St., Portland. -What's The Big Idea?" Group
show through Sep 2. 772-5011.
Cong.... Sq ...... G.n • ..,., 594 Congress St., Portland. Group Show: oils
by Wendy Kindred, oils and pastels by
Meg Brown Payson. oils and pastels
by Patt Franklin, oils by Phil Barker,
constructions by Quint-Rose and ceramic vessefs by Mark Kuzio. 7743369.
D••n V.I.ntg•• G.ne..,., 60 Hampshire St., Portland. New paintings and
collaborations by James Koller through
Sep 3. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm, Sat-Sun IS pm. 772-2042.
DimoN, 26 Exchange St., Portland.
Raw sculptural lighting by Walter Koehli
and painbngs by Cindy MacKay through
Aug 30. Hours : Mon-Wed 10 am.o pm.
Thu-Sat 10 am-8 pm, Sun 12-5 pm.
775-7049.
Fen.r & Comp.ny, One Pleasant
St., Portland. Sculptures by Alan D.
Marcuse and photographs by Pamela
Toulouse through Sep 15. Works may
be viewed by appointment, 773.0952.
981 Forest Ave .• Portland. Porcelain
works by potter Carol Griffith from
Thomaston during Sep. Opening reception Sep 10, t-4:30 pm . Hours :
Mon·Fri 9 am -5:30 pm .
Greenhut G.nerl. . , 146 Middle St.,
Portland. "Mainescapes: landscapes
and seascapes of Maine scenes by
both local and internationally known
artists through Sep 5. Hours: Mon-Sat
10:30 am-5:30 pm. 772-2693.
Maine Pott... M.rket, 376 Fore
St. . Portland. Maine-inspired pottery
by Judy Riley through Sep 1. Hours :
daily 9 am-9 pm . 774-1633.
P.y.on G.n.ry of Art, Westbrook
College, 716 Stevens Ave., Portland.
The permanent collection and sefected
loans through Sep 10. Hours: Tue-Fri
10 am 4 pm . Thu until 9 pm . Sat-Sun 15 pm. 797-9546.

Pin. Tree Shop .nd B.yvl.w G.II.ry, 75 Market St. , Portland. New
work by Carol Sebold and Orrin Tubbs
through Sep 5. Hours : Tue, Wed and
Sat 10 am.o pm, Thu-Fn 10 am-8 pm.
773-3007
Portland Public Llbr• ..,., Monument
Square, Portland. Winners of the
WCSH- TV Sidewalk Art Festival Aug
21-31. Hours: Mon, Wed and Fri 9 am6 pm, Tue and Thu 12-9 pm. Sat 9 am5 pm. 773-4761.
Portland Wine & C ....... 8 Forest
Ave., Portland. Paintings and collages
by Robin McCarthy through Aug. 7724647.
Right B.nqu. Caf., 225 Federal St.,
Portland. Paintings and drawings by
Michael Vickery through Aug. Hours: 7
am-4 pm. 774-3074.
Stein GI ••• o.ne..,., 20 Milk St.,
Portland. Multi-layered vessel forms
by Elizabeth Pannell through Sep 15.
772-9072.
University of Southam M.lne The
Art of Revolution: Political Poster Art
from Latin America Aug 28-Sep 22 at
the AREA Gallery. USM Portland
Campus Center. Hours: Mon-Sat 10
am-l0 pm, Sun 12-5 pm . 780-4090.

OUT OF TOWN+
Augusta. Prints by Robert Shetterly
through Sep 29. 289-2724.

Bowdoin Conege Mu.eum of Art.

ON THE
WALL
OPENING+
Maine St., Brunswick. New works by
John Muench Aug 3O-Sep 24. Opening
reception Aug 30, 5-7 pm . Hours: MonSat 10:30 am-5 pm. 725-4191.

OFF THE
WALL

W.tershecl Center for Cer.mlc
Arts Summer slide series Karen
Doherty Aug 27. The Center opens at
2 pm for pre-lecture tours. Watershed
is located on Cochran Road, off Route
27, south of Damariscotta and north of
Wiscasset. For more information, call
882.0075.
Andrew Wy.th In M.ln. Gallery
talk on the exhibit currently on the wall
at the Portland Museum of Art Aug 30,
12:30 pm. Talk is free with museum admission. Formoreinformation, call 7756148.
Tn Convnon Ground F.lr is looking for a design to become the 1990
poster. Artists may submit one or two
designs by Nov. 1 on any theme relat·
ing to agriculture. The selected design
will be used for the 1990 fair poster and
t-shirt. It's important that the style be a
appropriate for silk-screening, which
requires a minimum of blending and/or
shading. Pastels and water-colors are
not appropriate. Submissions will be
juried and the selected artist will receive a $500 honorarium. For more information. contact the Common Ground
Fair, PO Box 2176, Augusta, ME 04338
or phone 623-5115.

10 Reasons To Visit
Raoul's Happy Hour
C4-6pm)
1) Pitchers of Bud $4
2) 16 oz. Buds $1.25
3) Pic-a-price beer downstairs
4) Air-conditioning
5) Funny bartenders
6) Good music
7) No disco
8) Free parking
9) Great nachos
10) Famous people drop by

Individual Artl.t. F.llow.hlp
Media and performing artists can apply
for $2.000 ~rants throu9h the Maine
Arts Commission. Application deadline is Sep 1. For a grant application
and guidelines contact the Maine Arts
Commission, Station #25, Augusta, ME
04333 or telephone 289-2724.

G ... t AUantic Tour .nd Travel,

Attorney G.n.r.I'. G.II.ry
Spa c •. State Office Building, 6th floor,

Hob. Sound G.llerle. North, 58

MiJz Quinn respectfully suggested to the President that
he ask Santa Claus for a good speechwriter, any
speechwriter.

AROUND TOWN+
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Brunswick: Stories to Tell: The Narrative Impulse in Contemporary New England Folk Art through Sep 3. Carol
Plyant: Paintings through Oct 1. Hours :
Tue-Sat 10 am-8pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 7253275.
T ... Center for Th. Art., 804 Washington. Bath. Summer Juried Show
through Sep 5. Hours: Tue-Fn 10 am4 pm . Sat 12 -4 pm. 442-8455.
EI...,ents Gan • ..,., 56 MalneSt. , Brunswick Painted and quilted fabric art by
Natasha Kempers-Cullen. sculptural
environments for jewelry by Condon
Kuhl, and other fine and contemporary
crafts by Maine artists through Sep 8.
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am.o pm , Sun 2-5
pm. 729-11 08.
M.ine Audubon Socl.ty. 118 U.S.
Rt. 1. Falmouth. "A Slice of Maine
Wildlife," a photography exhibit of works
by Morgan Hebard Jr. through Aug 31.
Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm. Sun 12-5
pm. 781-2330.
O'F..... n G.na..,., 46 Maine St., Brunswick. -The Meaning of Travel: new
paintings by James Linehan through
Sep 2. 729-8228.

SENSE

Ted En.lln .nd Bob Amold join
James Koller in the last of a series of
performances of poetry and performance art Aug 24, 7 pm at Dean
Velentgas Gallery, 60 Hampshire St.,
Portland. For more information , call
772-2042.
Munjoy Hill Walking Tour Arthur
Gerrier leads a tour of the architecture
and history of one of portfand·s most
colorful neighborhoods Aug 24, 5:30
p.m., beginning at the Portland Observatory. Cost is $2. For more information, call 774·5561.

Ticket Info, 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775-2494

-L 0 0 KIN G
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Moody Be.ch and Beyond: Public Right•• nd Prlv.t. Property
on the New Engl.nd Shoreline

Day-long symposium on the Moody
Beach case, its public policy implications and its standing amona other
recent decisions sponsored by the
Marine Law Institute at USM Law
School Aug 25, 9 am-5 pm in the Moot
Court Room, 246 Deenng Ave .• Portland. Admission is $20 general public;
$10 for students/seniors. For more
information. call 780-4474.
Joum.1 Writing Workshop taught
by Alfred DePew for people who would
like to keep a journal. as well as those
who already do and would like to expand their ted1nique Aug 26, 11 am·4
pm at the Maine Writers Center, 19
Mason St., Brunswick. Cost is $25 for
Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance
members, $30 for all others. Pre-registration is necessary. For more information . call 729-6333.

We.t.rn Promen.d. W.lking
Tours Greater Portland Landmarks

offers tours of the variety of architectural styles of Portland's West End:
ltalianate, Gothic Revival, Queen Anne.
Shingle Style and Colonial Revival.
Tours are offered Thursday. Sep 24.
5:30-7 pm on and Saturdays 10-1 1:30
am on Aug 26 and Sep 30. Cost is $2
for members, $3 for non-members. For
more information, call 774-5561.

M.in. As.ocl.tlon of Paraleg.l.
offers Professional Development
Seminars Sep 15-16 at the Sonesta
Hotel , Portland. Seminar topics include
Real Estate, Utiga~on, Legal Research,
Legal Writing. For more information,
contact Tonya Arnold, Vice President,
Maine Association of Paralegals. P.O.
Box 7554 DTS, Portiand 04112. 7744000.

Th. Complete OHlce Conf.rence
for Support St.H One-day confer-

ence for office support staff Sep 27, 8
am-4 :15 pm at the Sonesta Hotel. Ponland. Keynote speaker will be Kim
Block news reporter and anchor for
channef 13. For more information, call
USM's Continuing Education for Business at 874-6510.

+MORE

AUGUST 25-26GRAY'S WHARFBooth Bay Harbor
SEPTEMBER 1-2-3
ROSA'S- Portsmouth, NH

DON'T GET MAD•••GET UPSET!
Whale Watch: Island Picnics

Lunch
& Dinner Flights
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$,P*A·+:~It$ DATING SERVICE
If you know
someone who
fits these
qualities and
might be open
to a totally
professional
and
confidential
service, then
we should
talk. .. pass
the positive
word along.

Our members
have told us that
they would like to
meet people that
are:
Down-to-earth
Open-minded
r--;;;iA.'iU..-.!-~

Honest
Intelligent
Ambitious
Active
Spontaneous
Health Conscious
Ught-hearted &
Fun-loving

+$tP7l:1{Kt:$~~ 883-1003
DATING SERVICE

u.s. Route 1. Scarborough. Me 04074

A
and entertainment
adventure on the coast of Maine.
"Broadway By The Bay"
Directed and Choreographed by Janet A Ross

Includes Lobster Dinner
Round Trip Ferry to Peaks Island
July 7 thru August 27, Friday & Saturday Evenings
Sunday Matinees $35/person (2 lobsters: $41). Steak or
chicken available. Departs Casco Bay Lines Terminal Fri &
Sat: 7:10 PM. Sun: 1:40 PM. Total time 4 V2 hours.

Call 799-8307
for reservations or more information

!s[ana P[ayliouse
Lobster ~aKg,s
In cooperation with Peaks Island Lions Club and Casco Bay Lines
American Express • Visa • MasterCard

Greenwood Gardens Theatre, Peaks Island

MEET OUR
FAMILY!
by Prank

Did you know that you could
have once bought a National
Football League franchise for
$50! ... In 1922 several NFL teams
were purchased for just $50,
and in 1925, a man
bought the Detroit
team for $50. Have

you noticed the
growth of our
Michelob fam1ly?
The Michelob
family is now
comprised
of
Michelob, Michelob Light, Michelob Classic Dark and the
newest member. Michelob
Dry. One of the most amazing
records in sports is that Wilt
Chamberlain has played in over
1,000 games in the National Basketball Association and has
NEVER fouled out of a game ...

That seems hard to believe, but
it's a fact that Wilt has never
fouled out in any game in any of
his 14 seasons in pro basketball!
And all these great beers from
the Michelob family

are always ready to
bring you many
pleasurable moments. All great
super premium
beers from the
worlds best brewer
- Anheuser-Busch,
Did you know
that a touchdown in
football was not always worth
six points?... Back at the tm of
the century, a TD counted for
only five ... Touchdowns weren't worth six points till 1912.
Beer is part of the good life lne

drink responsibly!

The Portland Big League
All-Stars for their
second straight national
championship.

SPORT

Angi. Abnlhllm Schol.,.hlp Fund
Aug 27. 9am from Deering High School,
Portland. Four-mile run out and back.
Registration fee is $6. $7 day of the
race. For more information. call 8831186.
St.t. of M.I... Certlfled Hunting
Cou,.. Four-week course covers
arms and archery, survival and first
aid. game care and wildlife identification. All classes must be attended to be
eligible to take the state examination.
Classes are offered on Tuesday evenings Aug 29-Sep 19. 7-9:30 pm at the
L.L. Bean Casco Street Conference
Center,locatedoff Rt. 1 in Freeport. To
reoister. call Bn5-4761 ext 7800.
D.n Mlchllud Century 1OO-mile bike
run Sep 9 in memory of Michaud who
died of cancer in 1986 raises money for
the American Cancer Society. There is
a $15 registration fee and each biker
must collect$1 SO in Pledges. For more
information. call Glenis Allen at the
American Cancer Society at 1-800482-0113.
G ...I SI.I. of M.I... Blcycl.
R.c. held in conjunction with the
Great State of Maine Air Show Sep 9,
1 pm at the Naval Air Station in Brunswick. First prize is $ I 00 for the fastest
overall racer in the men's and women's
categories with additional prizes
awarded to the first three finishers in
each of the categories. The 23-mile
race begins with registration at 11 am.
To pre-register send a check for $14
made oulto 'MWRF: along with name,
age. address and parents signature if
under 18 to MWR Departmen~ Box 34,
NAS Brunswick. ME 04011-5000.
AnN: Air Show. Registration on the
day .of the race is $16.
Autumn Esc.... Mounl.ln Blk.
T ..k Fundraising bike trek for the
American Lung Association Sep 16-17
in Bethel. Participants are asked to
raise a minimum of $1 00 in pledges to
support clean and healthy lungs. For
more information. call the American
Lung Association of Maine at 1-800462-LUNG.
Blk. to. Hope Bike-a-thon Interfaith
event for the benefit of the AIDS Project Sep 23, 10 am. 27-mile course to
Cousins Island and back starting atSt
Peters Episcopal Church. 678 Washington Ave .• Portland. Registration fee
is $10. $5 for students. For registration
form. write or call. The AI OS Projec~ 22
Mon ument S~are. 5th Floor, Portland,
04101.774-<3877.
M.I... S.nlo.
Events include basketball. biking. tennis. horseshoes. racquetball. bowling, track.
swimming. table tennis. golf and football throws. The games will be held
Sep 15-16 in Por~and and Bangor.
Registration forms can be picked up at
Casco Northern Banks or by contacting the Southern Maine Agency on
Aging orthe Eastern Agency on Aging.
For more information. call 800-4827411 or 800-432-7812.

Sc ••bo.ough M ••• h N.tu ••
Cent•• Outdoor programs at Maine's
largest sa~ marsh are offered throughout the summer. Canoe tours are offered daily 10-11:30 am and Tue and
Thu. 6-7:30; Dawn Birding every Wed
7-8:30am; Junior HiQh Adventure, oneday canoe explorabon of the marsh
Aug 24. 9 am-3:30. Reservations are
required for special programs; call 8835100.
PIZZI! Ride. Casco Bay Bicycle Club is
sponsoring Thursday night bicycle
rides. Meet at 6 pm at Pat's Pizza. Rt.
I, Oak Hill, Scarborough. Rides are
10-20 miles; pizza after. For more information call Keith at 799-1085.
Wolf... Neck Wood. State Park in
Freeport offers nature programs at 2
pm daily through Sep 4. The programs
Include a walk. short talks and other actillities. Two new programs this season
are 'BeforeOurTime: a historical tour.
and 'Natural Sensations: a collection
of sensory awareness actillities. The
programs are free with park admission.
For more information. call 865-4465.
M.lne Audubon Socl.ty Upcoming
field trips: Oceanography Cruise Aug
26, 9:30 am. leaving from Falmouth;
Whale Watching Aug 26 and Sep 16
from Kennebunkport. $25; Isle of
Shoals and Appledore Island Sep 810; Boat trip from Boothbay Harbor to
view migrating waterfowl Sep 16,9:30
am-4:30 pm; Pilgrimage to Concord,
Massachusetts Sep 23. 7:30 am-8 pm;
Monhegan Island trip Sep 29-Oct 1.
For more information on any of these
trips. call 781-2330.

FOR
KIDS

The F.mlly CrI.l. Shell ••• a battered women's advocacy project, is
sponsoring a training program for all
interested people beginning Sep 18.
Volunteer postions include court advocate. women's advocate in the shelter
and children's advocate. Positions are
also available in the Bath Outreach
office. Flexibility and sensitivity to the
needs of battered women and children
are essential. For more information.
call the FCS at 874-1197.
Ho.t. R.fug_ Refugees from Ethiopia. Poland. Romania and Vietnamese
Amerasians are expected to start arriving in Portland in Sep. Volunteer sponsors are needed to host new arrivals for
two weeks, and help with initial reset~ement needs. If you live within 100
miles of Portland and are interested in
becoming a volunteer sponsor. call the
Refugee Resettlement Programat8717437.
Common Ground Country F.I. is
looking for volunteers to help for about
one week before the fair (Sep 22-24 in
Windsor) and two weeks after. The fair
seeks to maintain and improve rural life
in a way that sustains and improves the
environment. Volunteers eam at-shirt
and same day admission for four hours
of work. To become a volunteer drop a
note to Common Ground Country Fair.
P.O. Box 2176. Augusta. ME. 04338 or
call 623-5115.

HELP

a.me.

OFF THE

CLOCK

•

home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent
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roomma es
HOUSEMATE: Responsi- NEWER OCEAN Front
house (Freeport), furnished .
ble. friendly. 30ish plus felarge kitchen. wood/oil heat.
male sought to share Cumberland house with 2M, 1F. 2 Want M/F physical/spiritual
health conscious. considerdogs.
Yard.
deck.
washer/dryer. cable. No ate roommate(s) for alternasmoke, no drugs. $213 per . tive household. 9/89-6/90.
month plus 114 utilities. 829- $300 and $275 per month
plus 113 utilities. 87Hl509
4124. Leave message.
GM 35. quiet but alive. ROOMMATE sought to
Honest. dependable non- share large comfortable apt.
smoker. Seeks roommates. with chem-free vegetarian
Affordable Portland area (not nec. seeking the same).
apt./home. Your place - look $200 plus utilities. Call David
together. Sept.-Oct. O.A. at 761-0362
AA welcome! CBW Box 345
HOUSE - 3rd roommate
YARMOUTH FORE$IDE wanted (M-F) to share CE
(RT. 88) chem. free ho:ne. house with two people and
one cat. Prefer quiet. clean
18x30 bedroom with wood
responsible person. Must be
stove and separate entrance. Sunny house on high non-smoker. For Sept. 1.
wooded ridge. Share kitchen $250 plus oil heat. Call Don,
and bath. $390 includes 767-4581.
heat and utilities. 846-9038
SOUTH PORTLAND.

The Family CrI.l. Shell •• provides
weekly women's support groups in Portland and Brunswick offering mutual
support and education for women who
are or have experienced violence in
their relationships. For locations and
meeting times. call the FCS at 8741197,
Dlvorc. Support Group Wednesdays 6:30-8 pm at the Kimball Health
Center. 33 Uncoin St.. Saco. For more
information. call 282-7S04.
Ing..h.m Volunl_,. Volunteer for
R.punzel Children's show based on
Dial INFO and help people who are in
the fairy tale Aug 24, 27 at 2 pm at the
crisis or volunteer for Dial for the DEAF
and transmit calls for deaf residents of
Theater at Monmouth. Tickets are $4
for children. $5 for adults. For more
Maine. All work can be done from your
information. caU 933-9999.
home via the telephone. Call Ingraham
Sun D. . lgn. Arts and crafts workshop
Volunteers. Inc. at 874-1055 for more
for kids ages 3-5 and up Aug 24. lOam
information.
and 1 pm at the Children's Resource DI.pl.c.d Hom.m.ke.. R.·
Center, 741 Stevens Ave .• Portland.
.ourc. Cenl.,. provide direct service. training programs and support
Cost is $1 per child. To register. call
797-0525.
groups for women thinking of returning
Gho.t Storl •• Storyteller Susan Dries
to work and school. The program offers
information and assistance with buildtell tales Aug 31,7 pm at the Portland
Observatory. Munjoy Hill. Portland.
ing self-<:onfidence. enhancing comAdmission IS $2 for adults. $1 for kids.
munication skills. career-life planning
For reservations. call 774-5561 or 772and job readiness. Classes are limiteCl
5547.
in size and pre-registration is required.
YMCA School..ge Chlldc ... AfAll services are free of charge. To
ter-school care is an approved proregister for fall session. call 773.!J537
gram of the YMCA. The program is
or 800-442-2092.
provided in cooperation with the YMCA Money Support Group led by hoi isand the school districts. Program is ' tic CPA. New group starts Sep 6. exrecreational in nature, offering arts &
ploring limiting attitudeslbeliefs and
learning to transform our relationship
crafts. indoor & outdoor games and an
with money. Group for therapists also
afternoon snack. Care is provided
forming. Group meets first and third
Mon-Fri 3-5:30 pm. For registration
information. call Renee Carter at 874Wednesday of the month. 5:30-7 pm in
1111 ext. 224.
Falmouth. Cost is $15 per session. For
Slori•• for Kid. Portland Public Limore information. call 797-0466.
brary (773-4761): Mon. Wed and Fri. MADD W_kly Victim Support
10:30 am (no stories through Sep ,~,
Group Survivors. theirfamilies lind all
Riverton Branch Ubrary (797-2915 :
whose lives have been changed draFri. 10:30 am; Peaks Island Branc
maticallyatthehandsofadrunkdriver
may share the emotional aftermath of
(766-5540): Wed. 10:15 am; Scarborsuch a crime with others of the same
ough Public Ubrary (883-4723): Wed.
10:30 am and 1 pm (3-5 year olds} and
experience. The group meets ThursTue. 6:30 pm (5-6 year olds); Prince
days. 7 pm at the MADD office, 9
Memorial Ubrary. Cumberland (829Deering St.. Portland. For more infor3180): Wed. 10:30 am (2-3 year olds);
mation. call 773-MADD.
Thu. 10:30 am (3-5 year olds).
Portl.nd Co.lltlon for tM PIIy.
Flick. for Klch Portland Public Lichl.trlc.lly L.bel .... a consumer
run self-help group for persons with
brary (773-4761): Sat. 10:30 am and
Tue at 3:30 pm. Peaks Island Branch
mental illness. holds peer support
(766-5540). Tue. 1.15 pm.
groups every Tuesday and Wednesday afternoon t :30-2:15. The groups
take place at the Portland Coalition
offices at 142 High Stree~ Suite SOl.
Portland. For more information. call
Cathie Long at 772-2208.
Dep....lv. .nd Manic Pep....
.Iv. Anonymou. Support and information group meets Mondays 7
pm at Williston West Church, Thomas
St.. Portland. For more information.
call 874-0800.
Young F.lh.,. Prog.em at the
Portland YMCA. 70 Forest Ave .• offers
a support group for young fathers every
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups
are held on the second Tuesday of
each month. For more information. call
Betsy at 874-111 I ext. 221.
T •• ,..upport is a non-profit, non-sexual. social and educational peer support group for transsexuals,
. .co B.y Blcycl. Club Scheduled
crossdressers. their families. friends
and people interested in gender isrides: AlJ9 26-27. Mountain Bike Weeksues. Meetings are held every other
end. Millinocket, 777-1767; Aug 27. 9
am, Saco River Ride 30-35 miles. meet
Sunday at 6 pm. For more information.
call 854.!J528 or write to Transupport.
at Umington Rips Picnic Area. 8923248. For updates on any of these
P.O. Box 17622. Portland 04101.
rides, call the CBse 24 Hour Ho~ine at
The AIDS Project. 22 Monument
774-1 I 18.
Square (fifth floor). Portland. lists many
support groups around Portland for
Blk. Tou. of Y.nnouth Leisurely Unlv.rslty of M.I ...•• T_n I ...
ride through Yarmouth with shaded
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
.u•• Performing Trou... is look. stops that include brief histories of
friends of PWAs. For more information.
ing for a volunteer who is experienced
call
774-6877.
notable landmarks Aug 26. 10 am- 1
working with teens to keep records.
pm. Maet at the High School parking lot
schedule pertormances and to accomon West Elm St., Yarmouth. Cost is $5
pany the troupe. Training will be profor members of Greater Portland landvided. For more information. call the
marks. $7.50 for non-members. For
Center for Voluntary Action at 874reservations, call 774-5561.
1015.

OUT
SIDE

Index
animals
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aucbons
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
body & soul
buSiness opportunities
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HOUSEMATE wanted:
clean, neat and quiet to
share large three bedroom
apt., Woodford's area. $150
sec. deposit. $240 per
month. Utilities included. Call
770-3898 days or 772-7015
evenings.
GWM 23. SEEKS a stable
down to earth kind of guy
who doesn't smoke or do
drugs to share my two
bedroom abode in the West
End. Rent is $300 plus 112
utilities. Within walking distance to USM and the Old
Port. Call 761-5832.
RESPONSIBLE
nonsmoking malelfemale wanted
to share private beach front
furnished home in O.O.B.
Available 9/89 to 6190. $350
per month utilities included.
Call 772-8519 after 5:00

FEMALE roommate. Sunny
third floor apt. Spacious.
hardwood floors. $165 plus
utilities. Call 871-1537
NOT TOO CLOSE. not too
far away! Falmouth Foreside.
Female housemate wanted :
clean. neat, professional
seeks the same (no smoke)
to share beautiful house.
near water. spacious, parking. deck. backyard. much
storage . Available Sept. 9.
$400 +. maybe less. Call
Ubet874-1137

Willard Beach neighborhood.
Female wanted to share
spacious two bedroom
apartment. Non-smoker.
Nice backyard. parking.
$280 includes heat. Split
utilities. Available Sept. 1.
767-1781 after 6.

ROOMMATE WANTED:
Male or female to share State
St. apt.with male. female.
and 2 year old. Deck. stained
glass. has alol of character,
and a great view of the perk
without climbing on the roof.
Responsible non-smoker
with sense of humor. Neat
but not neurotic. $250
heated. Security deposit
require.d. Call Kathleen or
Douglas at 773-6320 after 6
or leave message.
HOUSE SHARE Peaks
Island. Mom and daughter
looking for chemical free
roommates. Spacious. Walk
to boat. Joint kitchen. Couple, single parent and students welcome. Split rent
and utilities. 766-5572.
HOUSEMATE (mlf) for
comfortable. convenient.
Portland
home.
Washer/dryer. gas/wood
heat, backyard, parking.
Non-smoker preferred .
Artist/musician would be
great. Available 9/1. $325
plus 112 utilities. Security.
references. 773-2498. Keep
trying or leave message.

SOBER responsible adult to
share finished three bedroom ROOMMATE WANTED
Eastern Prom. apt. with view (neat. non-smoker). Availof water. New kitchen. new able Sept. 1. Share sunny
four
paint throughout. $300 per owner-occupied
month plus 113 utilities. No bedroom apt. with three easy
drinking, drugs or smoking. going athletic outdoor type
Just a nice relaxed at- male professionals (upper
mosphere in a good neigh- 205). Woodford's area. quiet
neighborhood with off street
borhood. Call 774-3013
parking,
yard
and
Leave message.
washer/dryer. Rent $200
PROFESSIONAL MIF plus 114 utililies. Dan 775non-smoking roommate 2563 eves.
wanted to look for roomy apt. ROOMMATE needed to
for Oct. 1. Must be quiet. share two bedroom apt. in
clean. responsible. mellow. South Portland. Spacious.
No pets. Call Tom at 874- hardwood floors. porch.
0905 and leave message.
Seeking clean. responsible
adult. $300 per month. Lease
MALE/FEMALE roommate and security deposit. Call
wanted for nice North Deer- 772-1996
ing apt. $320 includes heat A NO·PAIN. all-gain, alland hot water. Washerldryer around good deal is what you
parking, and on busline. get with a Casco Bay Wee/cly
Available September 1. Call classified.
797-8214
PROFESSIONAL seeks
housemate. Three miles from
Gorham - twenty miles from
Portland. Private and quiet.
$350 per month. heated. No
couples. Call 642-4170
weekends or after 5pm during the week.

RESPONSES to advertisers using CBW Box Service
should be sent to: Casco
Bay Weekly. CBW Box II~
187 Clark Street. Portland.
Maine 04102. Your letter will
be fOlWarded,unopened, to
the boxholder within 48
hours!

MELLEN ST. apt for rent.
Hardwood floors. quiet secure building. heat and hot
water included. Lease.
security deposit. no pets.
maybe cats. $4SO per month.
available 9/1. Days - 7977967 or eves. - 874-0402

PORTLAND two bedroom,
immaculate house in quiet
neighborhood. FHW heat,
woodstove, shrubbery,
deck. garage and garden .
$95,000. Call evenings for
appt. 78 I -S035
TWO FAMILY. Perfect
owner occupancy. Excellent
condition through-out! All ::-.
systems updated. Features
HWF, large sunny rooms.
two car garage. Convenient
location. $163.000. Call Diane Demos. Harden 799I SOl or 775-1055
BY OWNER. Gray. Completely renovated three bedroom cape with barn. It has a
full dormer, two bathrooms
and a beautiful porch and
deck. Gorgeous pine and
hardwood floors throughout.
$115,000.797-5887.

MAINE ACREAGE. 86
acres, cuts 5000 bails
$185,000 . Parcel 5 acres
and more from $15.000.
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 30 acres,
breath taking views $75.000.
6900 acres $350.00 per
LONG ISLAND. Two and
acre. 10 acres all gravel
three bedroom furnished
$38.000. 143 acres mile
apts. Available Sept. through
COYLE STREET two bed- frontage on Salmon Falls
June. Close to ferry and
rooms. 1 112 baths, full River $195,000. On two
store. $300 plus utilities. Call
basement. WID hookup. ap- streets, SO lots, mobile park
766-2497.
pliances. parking. deck, $225,000 . River to Great
20 GILLMAN ST•• great quiet, furnished or not. $6SO East Lake, 45 acres,
$5SO,OOO. 400 campsites. is
one bedroom. quiet. kitchen, plus utilities. 774-8308.
a gold mine, nets $300,000.
livingroom. bath. $325 per
month. Call 772-1003
536 CUMBERLAND AVE. 247 acres. plans in place.
,effeciency
in
brick 4000 ft. shore line. 650
PINE POINT cottage for Victorian. bath and kitche. acres. breath taking views
rent. Cable, color TV. HBO, $315 per month, call 772· $595.000. 7 per cent mortall utilities included. Fully 1003
gage. $200,000 down. 603furnished. Quiet location, HEADING SOUTH? Let
522-3636 or 3736.
steps to beautiful Grand Casco Bay Weekly help you
Beach. Available year round. find the perfect winter tenant
for your home. Call 775Call 883-5829.
660 1 to place your ad.

43 WEST ST. , beautiful

two bedroom condo. two
baths. kitchen. livingroom,
laundry, $695 per month.
Call 772- I 003

"1]

1.9 U'l'fjrifjU tl] i. .

SUMMER RENTAL Comfortable two bedroom cottage. all conveniences, fully
furnished, quiet woods, private dock, safe swimming.
July and August. $500 per
week; June and September
$300 per week. (207) 775-

LONG ISLAND - Charming
three bedroom cottage in
quiet, scenic location. Close
to beaches. tennis. ferry.
and store. All conveniences.
$500 per week for August.
$300 per week for September. Call 839-6240 or 7700343
2840
LONG ISLAND. Close to AVOID "Sunday Classified
ferry store, tennis and Cluller". Call the CBW Clasbeach. Steeps 6. Sept. $225 sified Hotline: 775-6601.
weekly. Call 766-2002.

emp oyment
FILL YOUR BANK account with cash working less
than 5 hours a week! Guaranteed! For free info. send
one dollar (P&H) or a SASE
SALES POSITION with to: Total Financial Success
promotion possibilities. full Publications. PO Box 6486.
time now, 3/4+ time winter. Portland, ME 04102. Dept.
Retail and management ex- A2C
perience required. Environmentalist with computer
skills desired. Pick up appliDISTRIBUTORS
cation at Ecology House. 49
WANTED
Exchange St.. Old Port.
PORTMANTEAU seeks
full and part-time people with
serious sewing skills and retail ability. 774-7276.

FREE .JOB information and
assistance. If you have
epilepsy or a seizure disorCONGRESS ST. 553. Of- GREAT OLD PORT loca- der: Upgrade your job search
fice/commercial. Great sec- tion. Beautiful brick building. techniques . Learn if. when
ond floor comer with expo- Share office space with and how to tell an employer
sure. view. 4SO sq. ft. $295 three creative professionals. about your seizures. Talk to
per month plus utilities. 773- $204 per month. available people who have been there.
Sept. 1. Call 772-7994, 772- Find that ""break' you have
4200
been looking for .. Do it now!
1061 or 773-8338.
Contact TAPS at (207) 7727847, Pine Tree Epilepsy,
Portland. ME
PEAKS ISLAND - freshly TWO BEDROOM furpainted, sunny four bedroom nished home on Peaks IsVictorian for rent year round land. Water views and sunto responsible non-smokers. sets. Close to ferry. AvailWasher, woodstove, island able Sept. I -May 31. $500
vehicle. more.$650 plus se- per month plus security decurity and utilities. 766- posit. Call 776-2505 or 7785153.
3226 for appointment.

1 (I] I

• PROBLEM: Drinking
water supplies a-e
becoming contaninated
• SJLUTION: MULnPUfE "" systems guaran·
teed to remove dllorine.
bacteria and dlemicals
• OPPORTUNITY:
Part-time or Full-time

I, i
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772-6740
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EARLY DEADLINE:

[WSAC

CLASSIFIED
CHARGE
• BY.
PHONE
.

I~

All classified ads for the August 31
issue must be in by 12:00 noon on
Friday Sept. 1. This early deadline
is due to the Labor' Day
weekend. Have a great holiday

775-6601

I£} I ~ I Ed r1rU'lj G;$1 urn; It rIel i~ [$IjI~ t Iii) (4'1$11I'm ~1;m rn :WU I~ :l't'lR,k'"AM·j •
r------------------------------------------ ----------------------------CLASSIAED POUCY
Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept cash, personal checks.
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consult the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for
all types of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
edition. Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue. CBWwili
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content. CBWwili not print full
names. street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post Office Box number in
their ad or use the CBW BOX SERVICE
(rate information in AD FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept stric~y confidential. Casco
Bay Wee/cly reserves the right to categorize.
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate content. etc. CBWshall not be liable for errors of
omissions in. or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which it may be responsible,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not refundable.

,~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __'I-

~oupon
the

caw

Ct...HJed
Poticy belore
compleleing his
form. Wnle legibly
or l)lpe. and use
add itional paper
if necessary.

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

All charges are .... w_k
Individual
Business
Up to 30 words
$5.00
$7.00
31-45 words
7.00
9.00
46-60 words
9.00
11.00
Each Add'l word
.15
"21
3.00
CBW Box Service
5.00

If you derive regular income
from the subjects(s) of your
Classified Ads(s) please
use the business rate.
And thank you for
""ooslng casco Bay Weekly

Not for publication: We need the following inlormation
to print your ad. It will be held in strict confidence.
NAME _______________________________
ADDRESS _______________________________

MESSAGE:

CITY ______________________________
STATE ___________ ZIP CODE _____________
DAYTIME PHONE _________________________
PAYMENT:
PREFERRED CATEGORY: ___________________

-

- -

-

-

- -

-

-

-

- - -

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

Visa _ __

Credit Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

+----+------

CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED
-

Money Order _ __

Mastercard _ __

TOTAL WORDS: _ __

BASIC RATE (hom above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT ____ ¢ EACH

-

Check _____

Expiration Date

----x ______

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

- -

=------
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-

- -
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BABYSITTER wanted, 2-3
evenings per week for 3 1/2
year old girt; mom wor1<s 3-11
shift. Mature teenager,
college student or grandmotherly type. Also need
teenaged baby-sitter for occasional weekend evenings.
Portland, Capisic Street
area. 772-4330

NEED a babysitter? Need a
caring person to be with your
child while you are at work?
Need a child care provider
during the school year?
Need a day care progeram
full-time or part-time? The
CBW
Child
Care
catergory gets results for
you and our advertisers.

587 Ocean
Avenue,
Portland,
Maine

"Learning
through
play"

A DEVELOPMENTAL DAY CARE

Convenienlly located on At. 9 on the FalmouthlPtld. line

OFFERING:
Day Care, full, part-time, flexible schedules.
Nursery' School.
After Kindergarten Care (transportation provided
from area schools).
NEW! Drop-in Care (pre-registration necessary)
ages 2 112 to 7
We are located in the beautifully reslored former
Cummings School with an adjacent brand new
playground. We provide a secure, nuturing
environment which stimulates children's natural
development.

CALL: 775·0413

biZ services
BLOCKED? Can't write that
letter to romance, break-up,
resign, apply, complain, impress? Stuck on a report,
thesis, memo? Need someone to ask the right questions? Call Writers Block. A
little help or I'll write it for
you . Call 767-6018 and
breath easy!

,,

,

.

,

'

'

CURIO CONSIGNMENT
Shoppe 583B Forest Ave. is
the pertect place to pick-up
a bargain from yesteryear, or
turn your valuables into
cash . Come browse . 761 9072.
HAIL MARY TYPING
Service. Don't 'pass' this
up!! Will type your resumes,
term papers, law briefs, per"'I!Qnalized multiple letters,
Engineering reports, plays
and scripts. I type nearly
100 words per minute. Quick
tum around time. Pickup and
delivery available. Call 7745410
PERSONAL ART Tutor
ages 5-12 . Experience
teaching Arts/Crafts at River
Tree Arts . Individual programs designed for creative
interests of child . Materials
supplied. $15 per hour. Call
Tanya 985-7068.

,---------

A TO Z BUILDERS. All
kinds of carpentry, masonry
repair. Also remodeling
kitchens, bathrooms, decks,
and additions, retaining
walls, sidewalks, driveways.
No job to big or too small. All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 871-9277
FACIALS: OrganiC aloe
vera products . Face scrub,
mask, herbal steam, blackhead-whitehead, and excess
oil removal plus a foot massage. Enjoy a thoroughly
clean face. Joni at 773-0463

I
I
I
I
I

wjth this
coupon
Call today for
Free Estimate

I
The
I Brendan Group
761·4070
I 1.800-222.2565

I
I

,

,

'

19 FT. SEBAGO Suncraft
inbdloutbd Volvo Penta. 4
cyl, twin carb, solid boat,
needs minor work. $1000 firm
Call 883-1473 between lOam
t08pm
NEED FURNITURE? Why
not rent with option to buy.
TVs , lurniture and appliances Irom Rent-A-Set. Elm
St. Topsham, ME. 729-6637
16 FT. CATAMARAN,
Trac Dawn Patrol with Dilly,
trailer, main and self fyrling
jib, double trapeze and lile
jackets. A great day cruiser
in excellent condition. Best
offer. Call 761-1849.
MACINTOSH SE with
20MB intemal drive. Includes
hypercard, mouse, keyboard. Brand new in box. Call
871-8964 evenings.
1975
CAVALCADE
trailer, 25 1/2 feet iong, 18
loot rollaway awning , sleeps
six. Can be seen at Wild Acre
camp ground in O.O.B. Will
be there the last week of August. Ask for James Lawn,
site T-54 . Asking $5000

MUSICIANS Need a band
member? Need a band? Use
the GIGS classifieds in
CBW. We are ready to
become your new "band-aid.•

If.

CALL THE

~
DOCTOR OF
,
ELECTROIIICS
__ '

._

~

~

AT

AlIln>tIS ' # "

sr~lcs

GUlTA1\ 1.£550NS

l1li

.

HARVEY'S T.V.

z: ....'n5Cl\lpz:ions
LOCO,¥!
soloinc;
sl<;nn:.. <>'oiI1q
SOIl<;WI1,!t:1 IX;

863 Congress St. Portland
772·6467

772-0208
.JEFF WEtnBER,GE!\

Ask for Carolyn

Guitar &: Drum

Workshop

I

•

service

training.

parent

MASSAGE THERAPY
experience significant muscular release with certified
practitioner,
Stu
Phillips .Applied techniques
reveal calmness and flow
beneath bound energy and
pain. 1.5 hour sessions. 6663830

WENDY MOSER, M. A.,
announces her relocation

More BIZ for your buck
in the CBW classifieds

Portland's
foremo.t music
teachln, .tudio
Learn from the Pros

w".

WELL·EDUCATED professional SWF, 37, likes hiking, swimming, canoeing and
other outdoor pursuits. Varied other interests. Openminded, inquisitive, but
down-to-earth. Seeking male
counterpart unalraid to
share thoughtslfeelings, and
open to the possibility of
emotionally committed, longterm relationship . Non smoker, non-chemical user.
CBW Box 348.

from California . Monday
evening groups : pregnancy
as transformation, self-acceptance training . Sliding
scale. 767-3848 . Private
sessions lor individuals and
couples.

FORD 150 pick-up with
cap . 6 cyl. standard, rust
proofed, extended protection warranty , AM/FM
cassette, 36,000 miles.
Excellent condition. $6500 or
best offer. Call 773-0790.

BiWF 36 attractive, intelligent, with an alternative
outlook on life, looking for
BiF or, GF, 25-40, for parttime lriendship and romance.
PO Box 4859, Portland, ME
04112
SWM 33 tall, clean cut, romantic, honest, two year degree, enjoy baseball,
movies, concerts the VCR,
interested in meeting SWF
23-34 for fun , romance and
more. Photo appreciated .
box 204, Hallowell, ME 04347
A GOOD MAN (or woman)
isn't hard to lind when you
use PERSON TO PERSON.

~ .-

() ~~f\J/- (~~~~~

For Brochure and In(ormation:

-,~

Capt Michael P. O'Connor

THE COASTING NATURALIST
D iMillo's Marina. Long Wharf

\\~~.

'~

P,O. Box 7572 • Port land. ME 041 t 2

~~

'-=

OLDS CUTLASS Supreme
1980, two door. Excellent
body and running condition.
Everything has been replaced with new. $1900. 7725755
AMC
HORNET
Sportabout. needs minor repair. $150 firm . Call 8831473

.

When was the last time you fell
head over heels for someone?

(207) 772-8886

recreation

TOYOTA CORONA station wagon, 5 speed, roof
rack. trailer hitch, runs excellent. $500 or BO 7998570

Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
someone spedal. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
Being single in Maine can
rrT:_ m
__ r
be fun again. Why wait ~rer.sof/u/.
any longer? call
The Personallbuch.

10udi

PO Box 72, Orr's Island,ME 04066, (207) 833-5257

FORD ESCORT 1986.
Perfect condition . $3000 or
best offer. Call 766-5077.

31 ~cSt" f'X11af1d . A1E04101

773·1f088

ACA Certified Instructors
Canoe and Kayak Skills
Whitewater and Ocean Touring
Pool and Open Water Clinics

I ----------------, ,

I
I

We take fun seriously

musIc

gigs

865 Forest Ave.
761·8084

Try something
different this week:
a CBW Person to Person
ad. If II introduce you to well over 16,000
CBW readers, more than a few of which are
single, and all of which are well read!

I PLAY acoustic guitar and
would like to get together
with similar person for
playing music. Singing and
writing. Don't hold back, call
Ian at 773-0591 or 871-1200
MUSICIANS Need a band
member? Need a band? Use
the GIGS classifieds in
CBW. We are ready to
become your new "band-aid."

I

Please use the "Do It Yourself" Classified ad form
and enclose this coupon to receive a free week.

\

,----------------

6)YESROT

2) KEEPINLWIR

7)CLEANBAR

3)OUHCQA

8)WYORC

LIBERTY! Live your life
your own way . Stop govemment snooping, harassment
and intrusion into your bedroom, medicine cabinet,
checkbook, personal business and financial affairs.
Call the Ubertarian Party.
(207) 353-9711 or. 1(800)
682-1776.

4)NHCCO

9)BEANLOA

Gay! Le."'.n1

Jo;. thouiond. cI 1001>;"". and gay
in Maino. Subocribo 10 OUr
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Maino Q.ll Q.I

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If 50 there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's in it for you (first prize).
Or tickets for two aboard the Longfellow Cruise
Lines (second prize). Winners will be selected from
among the correct entries by a random drawing.
Contestants are ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span. and only one entry is
allowed per contestant
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday, Aug. 30. The solution
to this week's Real Puzzle will appear in the September 7 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best

guess to:

The ....1Puzzle .34
Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
PortIa.... liE 04102

CaRO

$15.00 Sells
Your Item!
We guarantee that you will sell your
item when you place an ad in our
Classifieds for three consecutive
weeks. If the item doesn't sell, we will
run your ad until it is sold, at no
additional charge! The CBW
Guarantee applies to specific
catergories: WHEELS, and STUFF FOR
SALE. To continue your ad, you must
notify us by Monday noon of the fourth
week. Missing this deadline voids the
guarantee. Ads are limited to 30
words. No refunds. This guarantee is
not applicable to businesses which
derive regular income from the sale of
items that are advertised in the
WHEELS or STUFF FOR SALE
catagories.

Solution to Real Puzzle #32
Hebrew,like Arabic, is written from right to left.
The message. from Genesis 11:9, read:

Cl

1989 United Feature Syndicale.

1bereforeis the

name of it called
Babel
because the Lord
did there confound
theIanguage
of all the earth
and from thence
did the Lord
scatter them abroad
upon the face
of all the earth.
We received many correct responses to this
puzzle here at our plush offices. As always, we
love your continued interest. Did everyone study
Hebrew in school? First prize goes to Lynn Matyas
of Portland. Second prize was won by Randolph
Huber.

To place your ad, use our covenient
Coupon in the classified section or
contact John Shalek at 775-6601.

871-0446 evenings .
RENAULT L.CAR 1982.
two door four speed. sun
roof 78,000 miles, runs perlecUy !1$500 Call 871-0425

LET YoU I<. CAe DO TI\E SAl T PART AN D THRow
IT IN TilE WAIEp- . TI\EN KEEP YOLl(/.. E~E"S
PEELED ON THAT BOSBER TKIN6, FOR. IF IT
GoES DOWN. TI\AT EQLlALS A FISH BITE.!
T\\EN YANK IT UP AND SWING IT BY YouR DAD
SO Yo u DON'T riA'! . TO SEE -How THE Hool<"
WENT up THE F SK LI PS AFTf/l, WHEN
1t\E rlSM IS IN rut YE LlOW Bu (I\"ET, You

- __ --......
MA~l~l .

You 6DT
AIII4Tl\fR
ONE"

I

-

10) LOCAlSP

5) SADRONALDL

CAN PH 111M

PAY FOR TWO WEEKS· GET YOUR
THIRD WEEK FREE!

I

1) AZLMARCRO

VOLVO 244 DL 1976.
AMlFMlcass
.. sunroof,
good L.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....I
condition
, runs
great. $975,

WHETHER YOU want to
sell your 76 Toyota or buy a
'55 Chevy, use Casco Bay
Weekly 's CI.lssllteds. For
jus: $5 you have up to 30
words to make your pitch.
and additional words are just
15 cents each . Call the CBW
ClaSSified HoUine : 775-6601 .

HIP HOP, synth , rap,
industrial musician looking
HARMONICA lessons. for vocalisVrapper andlor
Strictly blues harmonica. synth musician to produce a
Come on , try it, what are you funky avant guarde project
waiting for alreadyl 3534176 to break down some
conservative doors. I have
evenings after 7:30
equipment and connections.
Call Steve at 799-2286 or
767-6129

Guitar, Bass &
Vocal Lessons

FORD RANGER pick-up
1988. Great shape, fully
transferable five year, 60
thousand mile warranty .
Must sell. Just take over
payments and it's yours.
774-0692 or 236-2672.
CADILLAC DEVILLE
1970 convertible, yellow and
black, 472 motor. 76,000
miles, runs good. Asking
$1200. Call Dave 6574021

t~ W~

ALONG COASTAL MAINE

DRAWING: LEARNING TO
SEE. Mon. or Wed. eve.
classes. Beginning Sept. 18,
10 weeks. $250 tuition .
Brochure: K. Boldt, 19 Birch
Knolls, Cape EHzabeth, ME
04107 or call 799-5728

SUBARU 1982 four door,
red, PW, PS, PB, A/C,
AMlFM, 5 speed, $t5OO or
BO. 874-8499 am or 8653433 pm. leave message.

~

SAil INSTRUCTION and MARINE STUDIES

This week's puzzle is sort of a shell game. See if
you can unscramble the shells' names in the spaces
below.

r----------:;;;;;;;::----,

Clearly mark the CBW Box # on the
outside corner of the envelope and
send your reply to Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark St., Portland, ME 04102

lhe Gasting Natural ist~s.

See shells?

notices

RECOVERY group now
forming for addictions, codependency, ACOA issues.
Sliding lee scale . State liCADILLAC 1979. Power oensed, some insuranoe reeverything, cruise, new imbursement. Contact: Intransmission, new brakes, towo Counseling Cenler by
original owner, no rust, appt. 477 Congress St.,
t 13,000 miles. Great car, Suite 410. 774-4602
$2100 207-774~7
AUDITIONS. Open call for
CUBE VAN t873. Alot is two male leads for the Barber
right with it, some things are Duvall production of Fondle
not. For more info call and the Haddock, an original play
check it out. You can't go by one of PortJancfs newest
wrong with the prioe of $575. playwrights. For more inforIt is a ten foot cube. 846- mation, please can 772-6469
9583 evenings.
01"761-4452
MAZDA RX.7 1986, near
perfect condition, 34,000
miles, amlfm , must sell
$7500.774-7528 David

Are you
Responding to a CBW Box Number?

saling

METAL
JAZZ

773-3444

If you ha.. plaoodan ad In thoeuco Bay_IYl*lCIIlllaycxr
ad I••utcmaucally In._eel In the PERSONAl.. OFTHE WEEK cont. .
10r that
W. •• looklng'or "athat ... aartlv.. winy and tun .
Wlnner.will rKllive1h.r tickets In the mail.

-

HOUSECLEANING Service. Responsible woman to
clean your house weekly or
bi-weekly . Excellent references. Call 883-5833.

learnin

SWM, NICE GUY, 5'6", 130 Ibs. Green
eyes, brown hair, hard body, enjoys movies,
loves cooking and fine wines, concerts, etc.
Never been married, X-rocker who was at
Woodstock! Seeks woman 25-45 who is
caring and has a great sense of humor. She
should enjoy the outdoors. So give romance
a shot. All replies answered . SGS Fun, Box
555, Alfred, ME 04002

SWM 22, professional,
shy, slim, average looking.
Seeking shorter female 1822 lor friendship, companionship, couples activities,
romance. Do you like swimming, eating out, bay
cruises? I'm game. Let's do
lunch. CBW Box 349.

ome services

BACK TO SCHOOL HOUSEKEEPER PLUS!
transportation . 75 Plymouth Need to spend more quality
Duster, slant 6 engine. Auto, time with your family? Expestereo. great condition! LitUe rienced, organized houseold ladies car. No frame rot. keeper available part-time.
Call 846-6522 after 6 pm Applies TLC to laundry,
$900 firm .
baseboards, refrigerators,
errands, children, etc. ExCLASSIC CAR 1951 lin- cellent references. 797-8418
coln Cosmopolitan. Rare.
One owner. White walls.
Power windows, seats. Baby
blue with lots of chrome.
'Suicide" doors. Luxury car
of another era. Collector's PHOTOGRAPHY Classes
piece. In remarkably good "Autumn in Maine· and
shape. $3000 or best offer. 'Maine Architecture' are two
Call 775-0985. Leave name, workshops in ·The Art 01
Color Photography" series
number on machine.
offered this fall by noted
JEEP CHEROKEE 1986. landscape and conversation
Pioneer model with many ex- photographer, Charles
tras. New, cost $20,000, will Steinhacker. For more inforsell for $8000. 829-5945 or mation, call 829-5830.
846-3113.

nner
two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!

" RYTHMICAL MASSAGE
a combination of therapeutic
massage modalities using

training,
evaluations ,
workshops , individual/group
therapy . Free
initial various oils and ointments,
consultation. Christian Trout,
to achieve your personal
RMT-BC. 767-6018.
needs.
THE MINDFUL BODY. , Relieve mental and
Move with respect lor the physical stress, and tension ,
natural design and integrity relax and tone muscles ,
01 your body. Classes in the improve joint mobility, and
FELDENKRAIS METHOD OF integrate body , mind and
AWARENESS THROUGH spirit.
An
appropriate
MOVEMENT begin the week
of Sept. 11 at On Center, 222 complement to counseling
St. John St., PorUand . Call and other therapies.
Marilyn Hardy for informa- , Gift certificates available.
Linden Thigpen , certified
tion. 767-3909
massage therapist. New Images. By appointment 775ANNOUNCING: DREAM 4010.
Seminar lead by Dr. Paul
Huss, Jungian Analyst and BODY
ORIENTED
Pastoral Counselor. 'Using Psychotherapy. Deeply
Our Own Dreams." First ses- relaxing and revitalizing
sion: -Saturday, September bodywork. Helps relieve ten30, 9:00 to 4:30. Tuesdays : sion , worries, latigue and
October 3, 10, 17, 24, 31 and pain. Session include, proNovember 7, 12:15 to 1:45. lessional counseling, body
Sponsored by: Dwinell and work, and health education.
Hall. For information and Call Deborah Vallance R.N.,
registration call (207) 799- M.S. Ed. 775-1230
1024

PIANO
ROCK

.
.

THERAPIST. IS FOOD a
source of pain in your lile?
Does your eating behavior
feel destructive, unhealthy?
If so consider counseling
with someone who understands. Sara F. Levite, M.S.
seminars, announces new 761-2464
practice . Consultation, in-

LEARN TO PLAY THE

COUNTRY
,

MUSIC THERAPIST
(Registered and Board Certilied) specializing in dynamic
work with severely emotionally and developmentally
disabled children and adults,
as well as personal growth

METAPHYSICAL Readings from a spiritual perspective offer insight and practiONE WAY TICKET to
cal application regarding
Sen Francisco. Leaves Sept.
your current energy lield, life
5. United, Irom Portland.
lessons, past lives, personal
$225 or best offer. Andrew,
symbols and archtypes .
772-0718
Tarot readings also available. Call Regina at 729-0241
RELIEF from stress, pain ,
fatigue,
nervousness,
chronic illness can be yours
through this gentle handsGRAND OPENING! Pi - on-healing technique . Call
anos from Finland by FAZER Kristin Erico , 2nd Degree ,
on sale August 23-26. certified Reiki Practioner
Joseph's Piano Service, 630 773-1346
Forest Ave., Portland. 7731779. Call for store hours.
Registered member Piano
Technicians Guild.

You Call The Doctor,
" your TV, VCR or
Mlcrow... I. Sick.

.
t

,

If you're Sick,

'

,

ROLLING STONES tickets, Foxborough, Friday,
Sept. 1. Great seats! Section 321 . Four tickets left.
$200 per pair. Call ,773-3707
evenings.

m jt::?, Fill

& soul

musIc

On a cement slab

$4,700

lc:mEITW

COLLEGE STUDENT with
truck available 10 do odd
jobs. Very handy and can fix
most anything . Excellent
references. Call anytime,
night or day. 797-7126
I CAN SOLVE your problem, save you time and THE HOLISTIC MUSIC
money, and never let you
studio. Voice and piano
down. KWS bookkeeping, a lessons. Children and adults.
piano . Adult
computerized accounting Suzuki
service, offering prompt ser- beginnersi"restarters" gleevice, affordable rales , finan- fully encouraged. 773-8250
cial reporting and complete
payroll service. I will come to EXPERIENCE THE pasyou . Call today at 774-1545 sion of the musician within!
or 772-9622
Piano/music lessons lor beginners and others 6 to 96
years young. Play your music from the very start. Explore, create, learn, play!
Persons with handicaps
welcome. My home or yours.
Call Chris at 767-6018 and
start now.

Order Now For A
2 Car Garage
for A Tremendous
Price of

~ bod

23

ANQ E\[£N IF you~ SISnil TitlES TO tMKE
Bli WRIfIN6 IN HER
DIAR~ SoME VE6EfMIAIII T((AGED~ POEMS
ABOUT yo~ 8WIG A FISH KILLER,I6Nogf
~ BECAUSE ((16 KT BEFORE Yov 'RE SIIP-

YOU FEEL ROTTEN

POSED To 60 BACK, YOll CAN SUDDEN c'!
TRANSFO~M TO A FISH SAV i oR B~ TI ~ f'!1J6
THE ':JELLOW BU CK"E T BA O< INTO T H E
~I VE11.. ~-~r---;::::::::==::::-IFI

-..-

$21

FALL SPECTACULAR
CONTINUES.••

-DENIM JEANS • CASUAL SLACKS - SPORTS SHIRTS-

p\

Beautiful dresses, thoughtfully
{~1 collected, for the town and
, ......., the country way of life ...

:·'..~'DRA'W8TI"ING PANTS. KNIT SHIRTS - lOGO SWEATSHIRTS
MEN - WOMEN - UNISEX

CLl\~\CA.\

:?0RA.GS

MON-WED 10-7 THURS-SAT 10-9 SUN 12-5

B6 Exchange
OldThursday
Port - 774-9746
:. L--_ _ Man-Sat
10-6 - St.
Open
'til 8 p.m. _ _....J ..
.

':

~:.

"/

...,;.

.'

- '.

:\:~~~~~~~~~LA;~l(A~WA~l(~~~~;
.t!

ALL THE
ITALIAN
YOU'LL
EVER
NEED
TO
KNOW

30 - 50 0/0 OFF
SUMMER

MERCHANDISE

asc
Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

AUGUST 31, 1989

FREE

T ECITY
COVIR STORY Ity Andy Newman
PHOTOS by Mont~ Paulsen

It's 9 o'clock at night on Washington Avenue in Portland.
Officer Fred Keach sees a car driving recklessly. The young
cop suspects the driver is drunk. He puts on his cruiser's
lights to pull the car over.
The car speeds up. Keach chases it. Two miles later it
stops.
The driver flees into the woods. A woman remains in the
passenger seat. Keach walks up to the car slowly. His right
hand rests on his .38-caliber revolver. Through the car's rear
window he sees the woman turn toward him, perhaps to
reach for something on the back seat.
Then he sees the silhouette of a AS-caliber automatic
pistol on the back seat. Keach feels his adrenaline rise and
begins to draw his gun from its holster. He thinks he might
have to shoot this woman before she grabs that handgun
and shoots him.
He tells the woman to get out of the car. She does.
He reaches into the back seat and removes the
handgun - a plastic water pistol.
The water pistol Keach saw that night is pictured above.
"Imagine how that would look on the news," Keach says
later. "A young cop blows away someone armed with a
water gun."
On the other hand, imagine what could have happened
had the gun been real. And thanks to a new state law that
strips Portland of Its power to regulate the purchaslng and
carrying of guns, getting a gun will soon be simpler than
getting a driver's license.
CONTINUED on page 6
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Sherman Street heat.
See page 2

The guess out of guestwork.
See page 10

An arm and a leg.
See page 4

